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On a data driven dataflow machine, instructions are executed by many

asynchronous processors, the sequencing constraints of execution of

these instructions being determined solely by the data dependencies

between them. In this mode of execution, the parallelism is fine grained

and can be exploited at the level of machine instructions. However,

execution requires considerable overhead peculiar to the dataflow

environment; a high proportion of the executed instructions are involved

in duplicating and switching data tokens, and on a tagged token

machine, in the maintenance of token labels or tags. Execution time of a

dataflow program depends upon the number and cost of the instructions

and the degree to which parallelism can be exploited with a given number

of processors; the efficiency will also depend upon the token traffic in the

system. The aims of this project were firstly to develop a compiler for a

signifrcant subset of the programming language VAL (a dataflow

language developed at M.I.T.) to generate object code for the University of

Manchester dataflow machine. The second aim was to investigate the

effects of applying some conventional compiler optimization techniques to

the compilation of dataflo\¡¡ programs.

A compiler has been developed which generates an intermediate code

structure designed to allow the generation of efficient dataflow target

code. As indicated above, the target language used for the experiments in

this project is that for the University of Manchester dataflow machine.

Programs were executed on a locally developed simulator.

The main optimization investigated in depth deals lt¡ith the detection and

removal of common subexpressions. The applicative nature of the

language VAL means that within the one Scope of nomenclature,
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different occurrences of the same expression always yield the same value.

The compiler is designed to enable the maximum sharing of common

subexpressions with full advantage being taken of the datafLow

environment. This has enabled common subexpressions to be shared

even when one or both are conditionally executed. The approach taken

here is to detect all common subexpressions and then determine whether

their relative positioning within program structures' which may be

conditionally executed, allow their values to be shared. Shareable

common subexpressions are defrned in terms of formally defined

selection rules. Run time statistics from executing a variety of programs

on the simulator provide a basis for assessing the effects of common

subexpression elimination; in Summary, the results indicate a marked

improvement in program execution performance.
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1. ITVTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Research on multiprocessor systems is aimed at improving machine

performance by allowing parallel processing of independent processes.

Parallel processing systems based on the so-called dataflow principle

lDennis, L974], have multiple processors executing small processes

asynchronously. Sequencing of these processes (and their operations) is

determined by the data dependencies between operations not by the order

in which they appear in the program source code, so that the

responsibility for control flow management is removed from the

programmer. The order in which operations are performed is

determined by the availability of data values passed between processes at

run time as operands to their operations. Thus in dataflow, there is no

concept of assigning a value to a memory cell.

If more than one process requires the same data value, that value is

duplicated, so that each process has its own copy. In a pure dataflow

computation the execution of basic operations is data driuen; this

automatically allows concurrency at all levels from that of operations

upwards, but at the expense of duplicating and switching operations. It is

also possible to consider demand driuen dataflow systems lTreleaven,

Brownbridge & Hopkins, 1982; Wendelborn, 19851, but attention here is

focused entirely on the more conventional data driven dataflow principle.

1.1.1 Dataflow gfaphs

A dataflow program written in two-dimensional graphical form [Dennis,

19741 (for example Figure 1.1), consists of a set of nodes representing

instructions, interconnected by directed arcs representing the transfer of
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data between operations. It is conventional to represent a sequence of

instructions by nodes one under the other, and instructions available for

parallel execution written alongside one another [Gurd, Kirkham &

Watson, 19851. An instruction is ready for execution when its inputs or

operands are available; it will execute as soon as a processor becomes

available. At execution time, data values are passed between nodes along

the arcs from output points of one node to input points of another. The

data values are packaged into tokens each of which consists of a typed

data value and a destination address. Static dataflow systems do not allow

concurrent reactivation of code and hence are not able to handle

recursion. Dynamic systems allow recursive reactivation by some means.

In the tagged token dataflow model lArvind & Gostelow, 1977; Gurd,

Watson & Glauert, 19801, a label is also associated with each token. The

label is used to distinguish operands when several tokens are on the same

arc. Operands to an instruction must have matching labels before they

can be used in the execution of the corresponding instruction.

Instructions are executed asynchronously, and during iteration,

recursion and array processing, the Same instruction may be executed

many times simultaneously with different label values identifying the

particular iteration, recursion or aftay index; each execution will require

its own set of input tokens. The label provides the necessary information

required to perform the matching of data for the one operation. Note that

all required operands must be present to enable an instruction to be

executed.

There is obviously an overhead associated with tagging each token, \Mith

updating the tags, and with the matching function required to

distinguish between different sets of tokens during iteration, recursion

and array processing. However, if tags are not used, it is important to
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ensure that tokens cannot overtake one another on an arc; thus a strict

ordering must be enforced on all arcs so that tokens arriving at a node's

input points are correctly matched. This can be achieved by using a first-

come-fi.rst-served queue discipline on the set of tokens travelling on every

arc in the dataflow graph. The obvious restriction here is that some

degree of parallel execution may be lost by enforcing this sequential

processing of tokens compared with what happens in the tagged token

model lGurd, Watson & Glauert, 1980]. Recent work [Abramson & Egan,

19881 has been carried out at the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technolory

on a hybrid dataflow machine which combines the dynamic and static

models.

To initiate the execution of a dataflow graph, priming tokens are required

to trigger the frring of the topmost initial nodes in the graph. For

example, the dataflow graph representing a function module in the

programming language VAL1 lAckerman & Dennis, 1979] may be

initiated by supplnng priming tokens corresponding to each of the

function's arguments and directing these tokens to each node in the

graph that requires a copy of the data value corresponding to the

argument. Once triggered, the nodes in the graph continue to fire without

further interference until all input tokens are used and an output token

(or tokens) is produced.

1.1.2 Dataflow langluages

Dataflow computers have been designed with a view to exploiting the

parallelism inherent in most programs. The use of variables in

conventional languages intended for Von Neumann machines to

represent stored data, anrl assignment statements to model the storage of

1A function module in VAL will be defined in Chapter 3.
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data, makes such languages fundamentally foreign to the dataflow mode

of computation in which there is no notion of data storage - although it
. has been shown that a conventional language can be implemented on a

dataflow machine lAllan & Oldehoeft, 1980]. Alternatively, as some

dataflow models do not allow recursion, a purely functional language is

also inappropriate because it is desirable to have loops in the language to

express repetition.

It is characteristic of dataflow languages that identifiers represent values

rather than storage locations, and it turns out that so-called single

assignment languages are particularly appropriate; in a single

assignment language each identifier appears on the left hand side of an

assignment-like statement only once and the statement serves to bind a

name to a data value. In addition, freedom from side effects and locality of

effect are necessary to ensure that data dependencies determine the flow

of execution. Each expression is applicative and function parameters are

passed by value. Thus, in this sense, dataflow languages are functional,

with each function having access only to its arguments and locally

defined identifiers.

There have been a number of research studies involved in designing

suitable dataflow languages lAckerman 1982], some of the first attempts

including ID [Arvind, Gostelow & Plouffe, 1978], Lapse lGlauert, 1978;

Gurd, Glauert & Kirkham, 19811 and VAL lAckerman & Dennis, 1979].

An important and more recently designed language, SISAL [McGraw et

al, 19851, is based on the earlier language VAI. VAL was selected for use

in our project in 1984, because it exhibited the properties described above,

information about the language r¡/as at hand, and a preliminary

experiment had been carried out to implement a subset of VAL on the

University of Manchester dataflow machine Uones, 19841. A description
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and analysis of this language is given by McGraw [1982]. Its choice over

other languages is not significant for the purposes of this thesis. It should

be noted that it was not within the scope of this project to improve upon

the design of the original language VAL, but rather to implement a

sufficient subset of VAL to allow effective analysis of the optimizations

considered in ChaPter 6.

1.2 Oven¡iewof general airns

Research into dataflow computing has continued for the last two decades

with several d,ataflow machines being built, including the University of

Manchester machine [Gurd, Kirkham & Watson, 1985] which is

discussed in this thesis. The dataflow idea is designed to take advantage

of the ultimate inherent parallelism in programs by executing operations

as soon as the operands are available. Inevitably any speedup (relative to

sequential one-operation-at-a-time execution) due to the frne grained

concurrency is at the expense of many additional duplicating, switching

and tagging instructions. In fact unoptimized dataflow code contains a

very high proportion of such unproductive operations. Scepticism [Gajski'

Padua, Kuck & Kuhn, 19821 about the practicality of the dataflow model

will remain until convincing performance is obtained from real dataflow

machines.

Note that this project has been carried out using a fine-grained dataflow

mod.el in which dataflow nodes are defrned in terms of machine-level

executable instructions. Alternatively, coarse-grained dataflow models

can be constructed which defïne data dependencies only between

segments of code, such as, for example, a function module; coarse-

grained cl.ataflow will not be considered further in this thesis.

One way of improving the performance of dataflow programs is to
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optimize the target code produced by the compiler; at the time this project

was commenced in 1984, in fact very little work had been published on

dataflow code optimization. A preliminary study explored several

mechanisms for code optimization in expressions Uones, Kidman &

Morello, 19851. The aim of this thesis is to examine comprehensively the

use of common subexpression (CSE) detection in the compilation of a

dataflow language.

Intuitively, the effect of utilizing CSE detection in the dataflow

environment is not altogether clear. As all instances of the CSE are

evaluated when their common operands become available, their separate

evaluation can take place in parallel (aside from the complication of

duplication operations). So at frrst sight, a single evaluation will not

reduce execution time, at least when no switching is involved. However,

lesser computational effort is involved in that the total number of

operations executed and the total number of tokens generated will be

reduced. In addition, the preliminary studies Uones & Kidman, 19861

indicated that in many cases execution time ïvas also reduced,

incidentally.

In the work undertaken for this thesis, care has been taken to ensure that

the implementation scheme is "clean", that is no unnecessary operations

are performed and all unused tokens are killed. The significance of these

requirements is illustrated in the examples of datafl.ow graphs

corresponding to the following expression:

if y*y <> 0 tJren >/(y*V) else x+z endif
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EgU

MUL

zYx

Y'Y

Y'Y

vüryt X+Z

X+Z

vÈry|

(a) Without CSE detection (b) Evaluating CSE yxy once

Figure 1.1 Comect clean dataflow graphs.

Figure 1.1(a) shows a correct implementation, without optimization, in

which the productive operations in the subexpression of the two arms of

the conditional are performed only when necessary to produce the result;

in addition, execution of the graph produces only one result token, all

intermediate data tokens being absorbed. Three switching or branch

nodes (BRA nodes are defrned in Chapter 2) are required, one for each

identifier in the arlns of the conditional. Figure 1.1(b) is also a clean and

correct implementation in which the CSE, !*!,is computed once only, the

second use within the conditional arm being obtained by switclúrrg a copy

of the subexpression which is computed unconditionally as part of the
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boolean condition. The same number of branch nodes are required in this

case, but the graph executes in less steps.

o

vlr"r1 XcZ

Vü'Yl x+z

(a) Tokens retained as gaùage (þ) Unnecessary operations

Fig¡¡re 1.2 Unacceptable dataflow graphs

Figure I.2(a) shows an alternate correct implementation of the above

graph in which the tokens y*y arrd z are passed directly to their respective

operations without switching. Nevertheless, the operations in the arms

are executed only under correct conditions because their other input is

properly switched2. The defect in this scheme is that one or other of the

tokens y*y otz will remainin the system as garbage after the completion

of execution of the conditional expression. Figure 1.2(b) shows yet another

attempted implementation in which the two arms of the conditional are

first computed unconditionally and then switched. Thus the operations in

one arrn or the other are performed unnecessarily. While execution time

will not increase in a highly parallel machine, non-terminating

computations or errors (as here) may arise. Hence such unnecessary

computations, in general, are unacceptable. Note however, that VAL

2The semantics of node execution will be explained in Chapær 2.
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allows the program to compute a value in a let construct which is

subsequently only used conditionally. Therefore, the unused token must

be killed if that condition is not met.

At the start of the project there \¡¡as no compiler available to experiment

with optimizations, so the design and implementation of a compiler

became the first objective. As explained above, the language VAL was

considered appropriate as the source language for the compiler.

However, the design and implementation of the compiler, apart from the

parser, and the structure of the intermediate form was intended to be

flexible enough to allow the use of other languages suitable for dataflow

machines.

The choice of the initial target language was that for the Universit¡z of

Manchester dataflow machine, because a simulator for this machine had

already been developed at the University of Adelaide lMorello, 1982]; it

was intended that the target language would not determine or

significantly influence the design and implementation of the compiler

and intermediate form; it was hoped that the implementation scheme

would be sufficiently general to generate other dataflow target code.

A dataflow target instruction (for the University of Manchester dataflow

machine) contains the address of the instructions which use the result of

the operation; hence a target program constitutes a network of

interconnected nodes with links from operands to users, but with no links

from operations to operands; this structure does not allow for direct

comparison between operation-operand groups, as required for

optimizations such as common subexpression detection. Thus the design

and generation of an intcrmcdiate code form directly linking operations to

their operands is crucial in the implementation. This intermediate form
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is called tlne triple graph and is described in detail in Chapter 4

In considering the potential efñciency of execution of a dataflow program

with a given number of processors, both execution time and token traffic

are significant. The term token traffr.c is used in a general way to refer to

the density of circulation of data tokens in the system. To assess the

impact of the optimization techniques described in Chapter 6, various

performance measurements were obtained from the simulated execution

of several real-life dataflow progtams.

1.3 Shrrcture of the tlresis

The following chapters describe and explain the methods used and

results obtained in attempting to fulfrl the above aims. Chapter 2

describes how the fundamental concepts of dataflow are implemented on

the University of Manchester dataflow machine. Chapter 3 describes the

dataflow programming language VAL and defines a subset and variant

of the language which is used in this project. Chapter 4 describes the

intermediate form generated by the compiler, Chapter 5 explains how

dataflow code is produced from this intermediate form and Chapter 6

deals $¡ith optimizations which are performed. A brief description of the

test programs is presented in Chapter 7, and in Chapter 8, the results

from their execution are analysed and discussed.
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2. SIMUI-.ATION OF THE IVÍANCHESTER DATAFLOW I\{ACHINE

2.1 Ïhe Manchester Dataflow Il{achine

An operational dataflow machine [Kirkham, !984; Gurd, Kirkham &

Watson, 19851 has been running at the University of Manchester since

1981; it is based upon the dynamic tagged token dataflow model defined in

Gurd, Watson & Glauert [1980]. The model is a refinement of earlier work

[Dennis, 7974] on dataflow models of computation and subsequent work

lArvind & Gostelow, Lg77f on tagged token systems.

As explained in Chapter 1, a dataflow graph consists of a set of nodes

interconnected by directed arcs. The nodes (or instructions) in the

Manchester model represent machine-level instructions with a

maximum of two input and two output points to which the arcs are

connected. At execution time, each token travelling along one of these

arcs contains a label which is made up of three fields or tags: an iteration

level, an activation name and an index number. The iteration level is

used to distinguish values from different loop iterations, the activation

name is unique for any function activation and the index number

identifies array elements.

A block diagram of the prototype University of Manchester dataflow

machine (MDFM) is given in Figure 2.1 lGurd, Kirkharn & Watson, 1985].

This simplifred diagram shows the basic ring structure which is at the

heart of the design of the Manchester machine architecture. It consists of

four basic modules connected to a host system via an Input/Output

switch. The modules operate independently with token packets

circulating around the ring in a pipelined fashion. Tokens used by an

instmction with more than one input are paired together in the matching

store. These pairs, together \,\¡ith tokens used by one-operand instructions,
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are passed to the instruction store which contains the machine

executable program code. The input token or tokens and the appropriate

instruction constitute an executable packet which is then passed to the

processing unit where a processor is allocated to execute the instruction.

The resulting computation creates an output token (or tokens) which is

circulated back to the token queue to enable subsequent executions of

instructions. The token queue is a simple first-in-first-out buffer used to

smooth out the uneven rate of generation and consumption of token

packets.

To Host

Token Packets

Token-Palr Packets

Ercecutable Packets

Token Packets

From Host

Processtng Unit

Instructlon Store

I/O Swrtch

Matching Store

Token Queue

Figtre 2.1 Block aiagfam of pr.otot¡rpe MDF1VI
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22 Subsequent development of the MDFM

The original design of the University of Manchester machine was

extended with an overflow for the matching store [Gurd, Kirkham &

Watson, 19851 and more recently s¡ith the inclusion of a structure store

between the processing unit and the VO switch lsargeant, 1981; Bohm &

Sargeant, t9851; this is used to store large data structures, including

arrays. Consequently much of the processing information associated Yrith

token packets can be compacted and unnecessary duplication of data

structures is eliminated. Another enhancement which has been

suggested, is the integration of multiple ring structures via a network,

allowing results to be passed between different rings lGurd, Kirkham &
'Watson, 19851. These modifrcations and others, though important

enhancements to the basic hardware, are not considered further as the

simulation described in the next section deals with the simple model

illustrated in Figurc 2.t.

2.3 The Morello Simulation of the MDFM

The simulation [Morello, 1982; Kidman & Morello, 1984] of an idealised

machine lGurd, 
'Watson & Glauert, 1980] modelled upon the MDFM was

written in Pascal and run on a VAX tL/780 computer. This so-called

perfect machine model ignores transmission costs and the time

associated with the execution of different instructions, hence program

execution proceeds in a sequence of equal execution steps. This kind of

simulation has proved useful lGurd & Watson, 1983] for analysing the

efficiency and correctness of dataflow programs and was used to generate

the test results for this thesis. However, it should be noted that the

simulator used to produce the results shown in Appendix D was not

designed to model the exact execution behaviour of the MDFM nor check
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its performance. Due to the differences between the simulated execution

on such an idealised machine and execution on the actual dataflow

machine, the results should be interpreted broadly as giving a general

indication of program performance on a real machine.

Within the MDFM simulator, the function of each unit, namely the

matching store, instruction store, processing unit and I/O switch, is

performed by a separate Pascal procedure. The different types of token

packets passed around the system and stored in these units are

represented using Pascal record structures. The token queue, matching

store and instruction store are implemented as arrays of the appropriate

record structures used to represent token packets and instructions. The

token queue is implemented using a first-in-first-out queue discipline and

the array index values used in the instruction store correspond to the

addresses of the instructions being represented. The passing of token

packets around the ring structure is modelled by the passing of

parameters, between the procedures which emulate the functions of the

units within the system Morello, 19821.

Input to the simulator consists of priming tokens representing input data

and a set of instructions representing the dataflow graph corresponding

to the original high-level program (in this case a program written in

VAL-S). These are contained in a flat file, each line in the file starting

with a 'P' to represent a priming token or 'I' for an instruction. This frle

is read during the initialization phase of the simulation, the priming

tokens being placed into the token queue and the instruction set into the

instruction store. The execution phase of the simulation is then

performed.

During the execution phase, a token is removed from the token queue and
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passed to the matching store procedure. If the destination address of the

token is an instruction with two inputs, an attempt is made to find the

second input. If it is not found, the token must wait in the matching store

for the second input to arrive. If the second token is found or if only one

input was required by the instruction, the token (or tokens) is passed to

the instruction store procedure. The corresponding instruction is selected

and passed, with its inputs, to the processing procedure for execution.

This procedure selects a processing unit to process the instruction, or

waits for one to become available, and passes on the executable

instruction for processing. The instruction is executed and the result

token (or tokens) is normally passed to the token queue for further

processing. However, if the address of a result token is negative, the token

is sent to the VO switch for removal from further computation and

displayed as output from the program.

The simulator has been set up so that programs can be run with different

numbers of processors. Output statistics produced include the number of

priming tokens and instructions initially read into the token queue and

instruction store, the latter being equal to the total number of nodes in the

corresponding dataflow graph. Run time statistics include the number of

execution steps needed to execute the program, this being dependent upon

the number of processors used, and the maximum, total and average

numbers of tokens passing through the token queue and matching store.

Certain traces may also be turned on to produce further statistics

including some that are useful when debugging programs.

2.3.1 The inshrction set

Thc instruction set implemented in the Morcllo simulator is given in

Appendix A. Most of the instructions correspond precisely to those
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defrned in the Manchester model [Kirkham, 1984] although some

additions and changes rrr/ere made for effrciency and simplicity. The

instructions which execute arithmetic, relational and boolean operations

require no explanation. The rest of this chapter describes some of the

special dataflow instructions referred to in describing code generation in

Chapter 5.

Selected from among the various switching instructions defined in the

Manchester model lKirkham, 1984], the BRA (for branch) instruction was

implemented in the simulator (shown in Figure 2.2). T}ris instruction

accepts a data value as its left operand and a boolean value as its right

operand. If the boolean value is true, the data value is passed to the right

output destination and if false, to the left output destination. There is no

situation during execution in which a data value may be passed to both

the teft and right outputs of a branch instruction. If one output

destination is not specified and the boolean input value indicates that the

data value is to be passed to that output destination, then the data value is

killed or absorbed and no output is produced by the instruction. This node

is shown in Figure 2.2 botln for the case when a result is produced from

one or other output ports, and when a data value is absorbed by the false

output port.

The GEN (for generate) instruction is used to create a literal value

required in a program. The literal value is built into the instruction, but a

left input token from some other node within the graph is required to

trigger the execution of the node. The node appears most often when

identifiers are initialized to a literal value. Again the structure of the

node is shown in Figure 2.2.

The DUP (for duplicate) instruction, again shown in Figure 2.2, performs
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the function of copying or duplicating its input data token to provide two

output tokens identical to that of the input token. This is required when

the value of an identifier or an expression is used several times in a

program. nlue
boolem
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Figr¡re 22 Some MDFM inshrctions representdby dataflow nodes

A further set of instructions, also illustrated by nodes in Figure 2.2, is

used in processing the iteration tag field of the label of data tokens. The

Zerc Iteration Level (ZIL) node simply sets the iteration tag of its input

token label to zero, the Increase Iteration Level (IIL) node increments

this iteration tag by one, and the Yield Iteration Label (YIL) node extracts

the iteration tag from its input token label, the output token having this

tag value as its data value; the Set Iteration Level (SIL) node sets the

iteration tag field of its left input token to the data value of its right input

token. A similar set of instructions is defined for the maintenance of the

index tag, used for array processing. In addition there is an Index EQual

(IEq¡ instruction for comparing the index tag of a data token with an
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integer value or a literal; it returns a boolean value as its result. Another

instruction designed mainly for array processing is the ProliFerate

(PLF) instruction'which, at run time, creates as many copies of its left

operand as specifred by its integral right operand. The copies are

distinguished by their index tag, the integral tag values being created

sequentially starting from one. These last two instructions are also

shown in Figure 2.2.

The instructions available for processing the activation name are very

similar, except for the Generate Activation Name (GAN) node which,

when triggered, creates a new, unique activation name. The Yield

Activation Name üAN) node is similar to the YIL node described above,

extracting the activation name of the input token label and setting the

data value of its output token to this activation name. The Set Activation

Name (SAN) node is similar to the SIL node as it sets the activation name

of its left input token label to the data value defrned by its right input

token. This set of instructions is primarily associated with function

invocations but is also used in iterative expressions, as described in

Chapter 5.

As mentioned earlier, the MDFM design has subsequently been enhanced

by the inclusion of a structure store which alleviates some of the

overheads incurred in array processing. This has not been incorporated

into the Morello simulator, but as a compromise, two new instructions

have been introduced (similar to instructions in Kirkham [1984]) to allow

more efficient array processing. The EXT (for extract) .¿nstruction accepts

an array as its left operand and an integer value, proliferated over the

same range as the array, as its right operand. The function of this

instruction is to extract the array element whose index value equals the

integer value specified by its right operand. This array element is sent as
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a single value to the right output destination of the instruction, the rest of

the array being sent to the left output destination. This operation is

equivalent to the boxed part of the subgraph shown in Figure 2.3,

composed from more primitive operations. The instruction is used to

produce a neïy atray with element i modified without explicit duplication

of the input array.

oefE tlÞ sôgraph
qüvdfft b ûE EXT nods

array A[1..i- l,l+1..nI array element A[i]

Figure 2.$ p¡.imitive subgraph illush'ating the Þ(T insturrction

A similar second ne\Ã¡ operation, the SEL (for select) instruction, is used

to select affay elements from existing arrays. The instruction accepts the

same input as the EXT instruction but sends the whole array, including

the element whose index value equals the integral right operand value, to

its left output destination. The right output is used to obtain the selected

aftay element, but the advantage here is that the whole array remains

available for further operations from the left output, so no aftay elements

are discarded. If several selections from an array are required, only one

copy of the array is needed as it can be passed from one selection to the

next. This has the effect of sequencing array selections but reduces the

number of tokens prcd,uced by a large factor. The subgraph of primitive

instructions representing the SEL instruction is similar to the subgraph
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for the EXT instruction shown in Figur"'2.3, except that the array

element produced by the right output requires duplicating to provide a

copy for the left output.

The final instruction to be introduced in this chapter is also associated

with array processing. This instruction, the SEQ (for sequence)

instruction, is used to output arrays in array index order; it requires only

one operand, that being an affay. The index tags of the input token labels

are used to order the tokens into an ascending sequence enabling the

recognition of array elements returned by a dataflow program' which

would otherwise be generated and output in an undetermined order.
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3. THE DATAFLOW PROGRAMMING I..AI\TGUAGE VAI.-S

3.1 Descrþtion of VAI--S

VAL (Value-oriented Algorithmic Language) v¡as designed at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology lAckerman & Dennis, 1979;

McGraw, 19821 specifrcally for implementing computations on data

driven machines. The compiler described in Chapter 4 compiles

programs written in a subset of VAL. This subset, which is termed

VAL-S, is described informally below; the syntax is g¡ven in full in

Appendix B. The major features of VAL excluded from the subset relate

to restrictions on the data types, the only data values permitted being

integer, real and boolean values and one-dimensional arrays. VAL-S

includes most constructs of VAL, the main exceptions being those

specifically associated with record, union and emor data t¡'pes. Recursive

function calls have been allowed in VAL-S, whereas VAL must achieve

repetition using only iterative constructs.

The range of constructs in VAL-S is similar to those of older conventional

languages although it should be noted that each VAL-S expression

returns a tuple of values, the number of which determines the arity of the

expression.

Input to and output from a VAL-S pïog¡am is achieved by defrning a

global function module with one or more arguments (parameters) which

trigger the execution of the program. Input values to the program are

passed using these parameters of the global module, and output from the

program is returned as the result of the module. Thus to execute the

progïam, the global module must be called u¡ith appropriate values for its

parameters. As a result of the computations within the progTam' many

data values may be returned as output. The order in which this output is
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returned is unpredictable, so to ensure correct interpretation when more

than one scalar result is produced, the implementation assigns an index

to each output value which is the result of the global module. These

elements are then ordered as they are created and returned in index

order. There are some obvious limitations to this mechanism in the

current implementation.

Programs are written using the ASCII character set to make up the

program elements, which consist of operation and punctuation symbols,

reserved words and identifrers. The separation characters, space,

tabulate and formfeed, are used to separate program elements but cannot

be used within elements themselves. There are distinctions between

upper and lower case characters in reserved words and identifiers, so

consistent capitalization should be used to avoid confusion. A comment

may be placed anywhere within a program, starting with a percent

symbol and terminating at the end of the line.

An identifier consists of a sequence of letters, digits and underscores, the

fïrst of which must be a letter; also it must not appear in the list of

reserved words. The length of a name is arbitrary in VAL but for

implementation purposes up to twelve characters only are signifi.cant in

VAL-S. An identifier may refer to a function defrnition or call, a loop

variable, an index value, or a constant expression defined in let and forall

expressions. A value name is an identifier defined as a loop variable, a

constant in a let expression, or a formal parameter in a function header.

Each value name denotes a single computed data value of a specifed type,

the scope of which includes the entire construct in which it is defined less

any inner constructs that reintroduce the same name. Note that value

names are local to the enclosing function.
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3.1.1 Fr¡nction definitions

A VAL-S program consists of a collection of separate function modules,

each module corresponding to a pure mathematical function. The

general form of a function definition is:

function <function header>

<internal function defrnitions >

<function body>

endfi¡n

The scope of each module includes any immediate outer module within

which it is defined, any other modules declared below it at the same level,

and, as recursion is allowed, the module itself. To allow for mutual

recursion, a forward function declaration has been included in VAL-S,

which extends the scope of a module to include all modules at the same

level after the forward declaration.

Each function module computes one or more data values as a function of

one or more arguments. A module only has access to its argument values

as there are no global variables; it retains no state information from one

invocation to the next, making each fi¡nction call strictly independent and

the values returned dependent only on the argument values at the time of

the call. A function call has the conventional form of a function name

followed by one or more arguments in a list enclosed between

parentheses. Each of the actual parameters or arguments may be any

expression including other function calls and each must conform to the

data type and arity of the corresponding formal parameter declared in the

called function defrnition's header. The number of actual parameters

must equal that of the formal parameters. As VAL-S is a dataflow

language, actual parameter uøIues are transmitted to the function body.
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The function body is an expression which may be a conditional, let,

iterative or arithmetic expression.

3.12 Expressions

Expressions in VAL-S consist of conventional operand-operator

expressions. Operands are values represented by literals, identifiers or

function calls. Operators associated with the basic arithmetic and boolean

operations are shown below in Table 3.1. Operations defined in VAL have

the property that if the t¡ryes and arities of all the operands to a particular

operation are known then the tlpe and arity of the result yielded by that

operation can be determined. The functions and operations which operate

on array values are described in Section 3.I.7.

Operators Precedence Level

+ - (unary operators) 8

* I (multiplying operators) 7

+ - (adding operators) 6

I I (concatenation operator) 5

= < > <= >= -- (relational operators) 4

(boolean NOT) 3

& (boolean AND) 2

| (boolean OR) 1

Table 3.1 Oper:ators in VAI-S

3.1.3 Conditional expressions

The conditional expression in VAL selects one of several branches to be

evaluated depending upon the boolean values of the conditional test

expressions. The general format is:
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if <boolean expression> then <expression>

{ elseif <boolean expression> then <expression> )

else <expression>

endif

The elseif branch is optional and may be repeated as many times as

required. The boolean test expressions are evaluated in order until one

evaluates to true, the corresponding arm then being executed, otherwise

the else arm is executed. The data types and arities of all the arms must

conform. Version B of Example 1 in Appendix C (see also Table 4.3),

contains a simple conditional expression. It consists of one boolean test

expression which returns the value of i if it is true, otherwise the function

is recursively called and the result returned is the value of this recursive

call multiplied by i.

3.1.4 I-et expressions

The let expression in VAL-S, superfrcially like assignment, is used to

associate an identifier with one particular expression value. However,

within one scope, an identifier can be given a value only once. It can then

be referenced in the body of the let expression. The general form of the let

expression is:

let <decldef part>

in <expression>

endlet

Any number of identifiers may be introduced within the declaration part

of a single let expression so long as each one is declared and defined, or

giveir a value, exactly once. These declarations and defrnitions may be

combined in several ways, the only restriction being that a declaration
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must precede a definition. For example:

A : integer;

B : integer := 10;

C : integer, D : real := B+t,2.5

Vo declatation

Vo defrnition

Vo declaration and definition

Vo multíple declaration

Vo and definition

A:=5;

Once defined, the identifiers may be used in further definitions as in the

last line above. An identifier is undefined until its definition is complete.

Hence an identifrer may not be used in its own defrnition. The only

apparent exception is described in the next section.

3.1.5 The foniter exprression and iterative expressions

Sequential iteration in VAL is performed using the for-iter expression.

This constrrrct, like the let statement, includes a declaration part which

introduces special identifiers called loop variables and assigns them a

data type and an initial value. The general format of the for'iter

expression is:

for <decldefpart>

ò <iteration body>

endfor

The iteration body controls the iterative cycle, each cycle possibly being

dependent upon the results of the previous cycle, and may contain function

calls, conditional, let, iteration or arithmetic expressions as well as

further for-iter expressions. As shown in the example below, an iteration

expression enclosed between two keywords serves to redefrne only loop

variables.
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iter <decldef part > enditer (for loop variables ody)

Iteration only continues while an iteration expression is executed during

each loop cycle. If an iteration expression is not executed, the iteration is

terminated returning the value of a non-iterative expression. Thus to

achieve effective iteration, the iteration body must contain a conditional

expression which has at least one arm containing an iteration expression

and one arm that does not. Otherwise, the whole expression will produce

onlyoneiteration(equivalenttoaletexpression)orinfiniteiterationsand

will never terminate.

The single assignment rule is still in effect here as a loop variable may

only be redefi.ned in one statement inside an iteration expression. At the

end of this statement the old value is updated. For the purpose of that

statement, the occurrences of the loop variable on the right hand side can

be thought of.as the old value of the variable and the occurrence on the left

as the new value to be used in any subsequent iterations. Note that each

loop variable is already initially defined inside the loop body, so it may be

referenced on the right hand side of its own redefinition and those of other

loop variables. Also, as the new value is assigned to the loop variable at

the end of the individual defìnition in which it is redefrned, the order of

redefrnitions is significant. Any loop variables not redefrned in an

iteration expression retain their current values on subsequent cycles.
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for i, j : integer := n, 1;

if i<=1then
j

else

iterj:=j*i;
i:= i-1

enditer
endif

e¡rdfor

Vo ínitial values of i and j

Vo ftnal result of iteration

Vo trew values of i and j

Thus a for-iter expression in VAL-S consists of declarations and

initializations of loop variables, a test to determine whether the loop

should be terminated, an expression giving the value to be returned upon

termination, and redefinitions of loop variables while iteration continues.

The above example demonstrates the usage of the for-iter expression in

calculating the factorial of ¿.

The loop variables i and j are introduced in this example and initialized to

n and f respectively. The loop body is executed with i being compared with

I.If n is greater than / the else part of the conditional expression is

executed \Mith i and j being redefined. The loop body is then executed from

the beginning on the second iteration cycle and the test i<=f is executed

again. This continues until the value tested becomes true and the

iteration terminates, returning the current value of j. Notice that the

order of redefinitions is important here and that if the order were

reversed, j would be multiplied by the new value of i rather than the old

value and the factorial of n-7 would be returned.

3.1.6 Forall expressions

The forall expression is used to create sets of values and either returns

them as arrays or combines them using an arithmetic operation.
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Essentially it is designed to allow parallel processing of array elements.

To create arrays, the construct form of the forall expression is used,

whereas to combine the elements of each set, the eval form is used. The

general format of the forall expression follows:

forall <index name> in [ <expression> ]

[ <decldefparÞ J

conshrct <expression>

I eval <expression>

endfor

As only one-dimensional arrays are included in VAL-S, forall

expressions can introduce only one index name before the word in.

Following this word must appear an expression of arity two which

returns integral values to specify the range over which the index name

takes its values. In addition, but optionally, temporary identifiers may be

introduced in the declaration part, which conforms to the syntax rules as

specifred for the identifiers defrned in let expressions. The body of the

forall expression is defined and may contain either a construct or an eval

statement. The arity and t¡pe of the entire forall expression depends upon

the arity and type of the expressions defined in its contruct or eval

statement. The following examples illustrate further details of both

formats:

forall i in t1,nl
conshrct n +i

endfor

forall i i¡x t1,nl
eval times i

endfor

In these examples i assumes each of the integral numbers from 7 to n

and the construct and eval constructs are executed for these values of i.

Thus the values returned are firstly, from the construct statement, an
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aftay with index values from 7 to n and corresponding data values from

n+f up to n+n, and in the second example, the factorial of n is calculated

in the eval statement, because all values that i assumes are multiplied

together to return a single result.

8.1.7 Anay-valued expressions

Arrays may be created in several other ways besides forall expressions.

Arrays, like other values in VAL-S, may only be defined and given a

value once. This implies that when one array element is changed an

entirely new array value is created. Although VAL allows the definition

of sparse arrays, where some elements in the aîray are undefrned, for

simplicity, in implementing arrays in VAL-S, it is assumed that all

array elements are defined in order for index values from a specified low

bound to the low bound plus the size of the array.

An array definition may create an empty array using t}re ømay-empty

expression which defines the type of the array without specifying arly

array elements. The ørrøy;fill expression is also useful in defrning and

initializing an array by specifyrng the bounds of the array index (low and

high for one-dimensional arrays) and the same data value for each

element of the array within those bounds. The final method descibed

below creates the array by elements, specifying the lower bound of the

a:r:ray followed by an expression of arbittary anty to specify the values

(and consequently the number) of the array elements. For example,

A : array[integer] := 12: 34, 35 l

creates an integer array of two elements whose data values are 34 and 35

with the corresponding array index values being 2 and 3 respectiveìy.

Arrays may also be defined from existing array values, for example, a
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new array equal to an existing array. Alternatively, a new array could be

defined using an existing arr:ay with some or all of its elements modified.

The append operation performs this function and has the following

format:

A[i:v]

This would defrne a nev/ array equal to A but with the ith element

replaced by the value u; in this case VAL-S assumes that i is within the

defined bounds of the array A. To define an array by extending the index

bounds of an existing array, tlre ørrøy -add operation is used. This

operation has two forms to extend either the high or the low bounds of an

array. For example,

array-addh(A,v)

returns an array value equal to A with the high bound extended by one

and the new element taking the value u.

Another operation that has been implemented is the ønay-setl operation

which returns an array with the array bounds shifted and has the form:

array-setl(A,j)

This returns an array ï¡ith values the same as A but with the low index

bound equal toj and all indices of the elements of the new array shifted as

required.

The frnal operation in VAL-S which can be used to create an array rs

concatenation. If two arrays are concatenated in the form A I I B, then

the size of the new array returned equals the sum of the sizes of A and B

with the low index value equal to that of A. The elements copied from A

retain their original index values v¡ith those copied from B having their
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index values shifted as necessary

Once an array has been defrned, any element in the array may be

selected. For example, the ith element of an affay A is selected using the

usual notation Atil. The programmer is required to ensure that array

elements selected are within the defined bounds of the array, otherwise

unpredictable problems will be encountered without warning during the

execution of the program as error data t¡ryes have not been implemented.

Three other operations associated with arrays have been implemented

each of which returns an integral value. T}r,'e arrøy -lirnl operation is

used to find and return the low index of an array, and the array -limh
operation returns the high index. The third operation is the ørrøy -size

operation which simply returns the size of an array.

Further qualification of the type and fornat of operations and expressions

defïned in VAL-S may be found in the syntax charts provided in

Appendix B or in the original VAL language reference manual

[Ackerman & Dennis, 1979].
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4. PARSINGANID GENERATION OF TTIE INTTERMEDIATE FORM

4.1 Oven¡iew of tlre compilationpnooess

The processing of a VAL-S program is composed of three basic phases. An

overview of this processing is shown in Figure 4.t. The frrst phase,

described in this chapter, is to parse the program and generate the

intermediate form structure, termed the triple graph (TG). The second

phase, to generate the corresponding dataflow graph from this

intermediate form, will be described in the next chapter. The third phase is

to run the dataflow graph through the simulator of the MDFM, described in

Chapter 2, to produce the program's results.

The compiler described in this thesis and illustrated diagrammatically in

Figure 4.1 performs the frrst two phases mentioned above. Each of these

phases is broken down into a number of smaller steps. The first step in

phase one is to generate the TG during parsing, with links from triples to

their operand nodes. The second step is performed when parsing is

complete; it involves a pass over the TG to insert BRANCH triples and to

create bidirectional links between triples by entering links from triples to

their users. The last step of phase one involves a second pass over the TG

and includes removing redundant triples and writing out the TG to a file.

These processes will be further explained in the following sections of this

chapter.

The first step of phase two again involves a pass over the TG to create the

corresponding rlataflow nodes, but in general, does not link the nodes

together. The linking of the dataflow nodes is done in the second step by

again passing over the TG to create the arcs between the dataflow nodes

from the user links defined in the TG; at the same time duplicate nodes are

created where necessary. This phase will be fully described in Chapter 5.
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4.2 Parsing

Parsing of VAL-S progtams is done using a combination of two methods,

recursive descent down to the level of an expression, and then switching to

operator precedence. The source language program is scanned one line at a

time, each line being read into a character array for processing. Recursive

descent parsing [rWirth, 1976] of programs is based upon the syntax of

VAL-S given in the syntax charts in Appendix B; expressions are parsed by

operator precedence [Gries, 1971] using the precedence levels for operators

given in Table 2.1. During parsing, the intermediate form of the program,

the TG, is generated; this is related both to conventional intermediate forms

and in its final state, to the target dataflow graph. The implementation uses

an operator stack, a table of operator priorities, an operand stack and an

identifier table. An operand may be a literal value, an identifier (including

a function application), or the result of a previous subexpression.

4.3 The triple graph

The term triple has been used in the literature lGries, t97L] to describe the

components of intermediate forms during compilation, such components

basically being composed of an operation and two operands as in a simple

arithmetic operation such as addition. Analogously, the nodes of our

intermediate structure have been termed triples, even though in some

cases multiple operands are involved, together with more complex

associations. Thus each triple node of the TG consists of a triple

conceptually made up of basically two operands and an operator. Each

operand of a triple must either be a literal value or a reference to another

triple, identiflrers being represented by triples. A literal operand contains

both its type and data value; a subexprcssion used as an operand simply

references the triple in the corresponding subgraph which produces the
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result of the subexpression. As described in Chapter 2, each identifier in

VAL-S must be defined exactly once when it is declared. The expression

defining the runtime value of an identifier is translated into a subgraph of

triples similar to an expression tree. The root triple in this subgraph

represents the value to be used wherever the identifrer is referenced in

subsequent expressions. So where an identifrer or subexpression is an

operand of a particular operation, this operand is represented in the triple

for the operation by the root triple generating the value of the identifier or

subexpression. Thus triples in the TG are linked together directly by their

operands. Modifications to the basic triple structure are required when the

number of operands differs from two. Representation of arrays, conditional

expressions, iterative loops, function calls and function defrnitions,

requires more complex triples which are described in later sections.

When complete at the end of phase one, each triple also includes a linked

list (termed the user list) of references to those triples which use the result

of the operation represented by the triple. This means that from any node in

the TG, links (pointers) between triples can be traced in two directions, both

to the operands of the triple and to the users of the triple. This is in contrast

to the target language dataflow graph representing the program, where the

arcs are only from nodes to users, in the direction of data flow. The ability to

traverse the TG through the operands of triples is an important property of

the intermediate form, required for the implementation of the optimizations

described in Chapter 6. Figure 4.2 shows the triple subgraph for the

expressioî ø*b+c*d., ttre corresponding dataflow graph having only the

links shown with dashed lines.

A conventional triple consists of an operation and two operands, which are

shown in the Pascal record structure representing a triple node in

Table 4.1. However, this structure has been expanded to incorporate other
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information required in the TG. The operand list which is used in some

special triples, as described in later sections, can have a variable number of

operands. The purpose of the other fields shown will be explained later in

this chapter, although it should be noted that, as with the operand list, not

all fields are required for every triple created.

root

----------------> operand .l inks

- - - --> use¡ (dataflow)
l-inksI

i

F.ig¡¡re 42 Ttsiple subgraph for a*b'rc*d

triple-rec = record
opd1,opd2 : operands;

opdlist : ^operands;
operation : nodeops;

EC : ^trip-index;
dfnode : ^node-ref;
loop-level : level-index;
new-triple : ^trip-index;
sim-triple : ^triple-ref;
no-users : user-index;
user-list : ^user-triPles;
end.

{operands of triple}
{operand list - optional}

{operation performed}

{execution condition}

{address of corr. df node}

{nesting of iterations}

{replacement triple}

[ist of similar triples]

{number' of user triples}

{list of user addresses}

Table 4.1 Pascal record shucture of a triple node

4.3.1 Parrsing expnessions

Expressions are traversed by the parser from left to right; during this

processing operands and operators are stored on their respective stacks.

When an operator is encountered with a precedence less than or equal to
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that of the top-most operator on the operator stack, that operator is popped

from the stack. The operands associated \{rith the operator are then popped

from the operand stack, the corresponding triple is created and a reference

to it placed back on the operand stack. This process continues until the

operator stack is empty, or until the top-most operator has a precedence

lower than that of the newly found operator. This new operator is then

placed onto the operator stack and parsing continues. The Pascal record

structure of an operand on the operand stack is given in Table 4.2. Each'

operand consists of a data type (integer, real, array, etc), the kind of the

operand (literal or triple) and either a literal value for a literal operand, or

in the case of a triple operand, the triple address, execution condition

(described in Section 4.3.3) and a flag indicating whether the operand triple

represents a common subexpression or lvas created (explained in

Chapter 6).

operand = rocord
datafield : data-record;

case opd-kind of
triple : (trip-addr : l..tripmax;

EC : integer;

created : boolean);

literal : (lit-val : literals)
enrl

{data type}

{triple address}

{exec cond of operand}

{indicates if CSE}

{literal value}

Table 4¿ Pascal rccord shrct¡¡re of elements

on the oper:and stack

4.3.2 T]ne identifier table

Each identifier declared within a program is entered in the identifrer table

during parsing. An identifrer record contains the name of the identifrer,

the block level at which the identifier is declared, the data type and kind of

the identifier, a reference to the value associated with the identifi.er and
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other special fields in the case of loop variables, function names and arrays.

VAL-S is a block structured language, so the same name may be used for

different identifiers in different blocks. To find a particular identifier record

in the identifier table, a hash function is used. Each identifier has a hash

value which is calculated using its name, and identiflrers with the same

hash value are stored together in a linked list. When a new identifier is

declared, the identifier table is searched for an identifier with the same

name at the same block level to ensure that the identifier has not already

been declared at this block level. If one is not found, a new identifier record

is created containing the information described above. As each identifrer

declared in VAL-S must be defrned by an expression, the root triple

reference (or address) for that expression can be inserted at this time.

Whenever the identifìer is referenced in expressions encountered

subsequently, this triple reference is used. The linked list of identifiers with

the same hash value is searched (stored as a last-in-first-out list) so that the

frrst identifier found with the correct name is the most recently declared.

This ensures that the correct identifier record is found in the identifier table

when multiple definitions for the same name occur.

The type and kind of identifier being defined is also recorded in the

identifier table. An identifier can be a function module name or application,

a parameter, a loop variable, a constant, or an index value name. Function

names and loop variables, along with array definitions, require extra fields

associated with their identifrer table entries. The number of parameters

and thet5llll address (link created dynamically to point of call - explained
q-s.1.?

in Sectioru 4.3.Q of a function module are stored in the identifier record of a

function name, the size and offset of an array is recorded in an array

identifrer [able entry and the addresses of two special triples, which are

described in Section 4.3.5, are recorded with loop variable identifier records.
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At the end of parsing a block, all new identifiers introduced in that block

are removed from the identifier table. This ensures that only identifiers in

scope remain in the identifier table.

4.3.3 The Execution Condition

Consider the VAL-S conditional expression from example 1, version B in

Appendix C, also shown in Table 4.3. The value of the boolean test

expression i-7=0 determines which of the arrns of the conditional

if i-1=0tlren
i

else
fact2(i-r)*

endif

Table 43 B=ample VAL-S conditional ex¡rression

expression is executed. This information is stored as the execution

condition (EC) for the triples representing the arms; for example, i-I = 0 is

the EC of the expression i occuring in the true arm, and its negation is the

EC of the expression in the false arm. The EC of a triple specifies the

conditions under which the corresponding operation will be executed at run

time; on a datafl.ow machine it specifres through which boolean test

expressions the triple's operands must be switched before they can be used

by the operator in that triple. As conditionals in VAL-S can be nested, the

EC of a triple is a conjunction of boolean expressions or their negations,

each conjunct corresponding to the test condition (or its negation) following

the word if in a VAL-S conditional expression (see example in Table 4'4)'

However, for a dataflow machine, the order of the booleans in the EC is

significant as it determines the order in which the operands of the triple

are to be switched to reflect the nesting of the boolean expressions in the
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original source language program. For example, the EC of E2 in Figure 4.4

is -81 n F'2;its operands cannot be sr¡¡itched through 82 first because if 81 is

true, 82 should not be computed (its computation when 81 evaluates to true

could lead to an infrnite computation or an error). Thus the normal

commutative and associative rules of conjunctions cannot be utilized when

dealing with ECs.

The notion of an EC is extended to all expressions and specifies under what

conditions the expression will be evaluated. Table 4.4 gives the ECs for the

subexpressions in the conditional expression shown.

Expression ES RePresentation

if Bl the¡r
E1

elseif 82 tben
E2

else E3

endif

true
B1

-81
-81^ B2

-81 ^ -82

nil
tBll

- tBll
.ts.2l

_lB.2l

Table 4.4 ECs for a nestedconditional ex¡rression

The EC of a triple is represented by an indirect reference to the root triple of

the most recent boolean expression specifred in the EC. These triple

references actually refer to COND triples described in the next section; a

COND triple refers to the associated boolean expression. In the

implementation, only the latest COND triple reference needs to be stored

with each triple as the complete EC is the conjunction of the boolean

condition (or its negation) and the EC of the COND triple. As each triple

stores this reference, all other boolean expressions through which the

triple's operands must be switched can be found in reverse order by linking

backwards through the triple references of each boolean expression in the

EC untit an unconditional EC of true (or a nil reference) is found' In the
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representation of each EC in Table 4.4, an expression is enclosed within

square brackets to indicate a reference to the triple gtving the result of the

last boolean expression in the EC, this triple always being a COND triple; a

minus sign is added when the corresponding boolean expression is false in

the EC. For example, the EC of E2 is recovered from the chain starting with

a reference tB2l. This refers to the COND triple associated with the

expressionB2 which has its own reference - tB1l. The reference associated

with B1 is true indicating that the complete EC of E2 has been found,

namely -81 ^ 82.

43.4 Special tuiples associated q¡ith ænditional expressions

Four special triples are used to represent a simple conditional expression

in the TG. They are used to identifu and link together the different parts of a

conditional expression. The frrst is the COND triple which is used to

identify the boolean expression that determines which arm of the

conditional will be evaluated. The COND triple has a single operand,

namely the root triple giving the result of this boolean expression. The

COND triple has the same EC as the boolean expression. It was explained

above that it is the COND triple which is used as the representation of the

EC in the TG. In Chapter 6 it will be explained how the triple representing

a boolean expression can be shared, but not the COND triple.

The second triple is the THEN triple which has a single operand, the root

triple grving the result of the true arm of the conditional expression. The EC

of this triple is the same as the conjunction of the EC of the COND triple

with the COND triple itself. Similarly the ELSE triple has as its only

operand the root triple gtving the result of the false arm of the conditional; it
has the same EC as the THEN triple but with the negation of the COND

triple conjoined with the EC of the COND triple. Finally the IFF triple is
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used to reference the whole conditional as a single expression; the THEN

triple is its left operand with an EC equal to that of the COND triple, and the

ELSE triple its right operand with an EC which is the complement of that of

the THEN triple. Note that the COND triple is only linked to the triple

subgraph of the conditional expression through the EC fields of the triples

for the arms.

This set of four triples generated for simple conditional expressions can be

extended to include nested conditionals and those containing elseif

branches. The method for doing this becomes apparent from Figure 4.3

which shows the basic triple subgraph for the conditional expression in

Table 4.4; user links have been omitted and the dashed links show the EC

chains.

-___-}ECclìains

oparands of 82

ope!ånds of Et

operands of E2

users

operånds of E3

!,

\ì- -

\

Figr¡¡e 4.3 TFiple graph of a conditional ex¡rræssion

From this example it is apparent that the basic group of four triples (COND,

THEN, ELSE and IFF) needs to be repeated for each elseif branch and for

COIJD
(ßl)

tsì

coNo
(82)

rr2
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each nested conditional expression to obtain a correct representation of

more complex conditional expressions. This representation allows common

conditional expressions to be recognized as described in Chapter 6.

4.S,5 Special triples associated q¡ith foniter expressions

Iteration is performed in VAL-S using the for-iúer loop construct as

described in Chapter 3. Termination of iteration is controlled by certain

boolean conditions which are part of conditional expressions within the loop

body. In VAL-S, identifiers which are referenced within the loop body can

be split into two gïoups, namely loop variables, all of which are declared as

such at the beginning of the loop, and any other externally defrned

identifiers which are referenced within the loop body. At execution time on

the MDFM, each iteration cycle requires a set of input tokens with

matching labels corresponding to these identifiers. In the compiler, loop

variables are treated differently from other identifiers for two reasons.

Firstly all loop variables are declared and deflrned at the start of the loop,

and also, during execution, loop variable values can be redefrned in

iteration expressions to create new values for subsequent iterations. In the

execution of these loops on the MDFM, if a loop variable is used but not

redefi.ned in an iteration expression, then a copy of the identifïer's value

must be circulated to the next iteration, with appropriate updating of the

token label (see Figure 5.1 for example). Values corresponding to identifiers

defined externally from the loop also require copying and circulating in this

manner. Data tokens carrying the new values of loop variables and the

copied values of other identifiers at execution time must have their labels

updated on each loop iteration. The instructions required to achieve this are

created during dataflow code generation. To model this in the TG, for each

identifrer, an IDENTO and a NEWID triple are created, the addresses of

these triples being stored in the identifier table.
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The IDENTO triple represents the initial value of a loop variable and has as

its operand the triple defrning that value. For other identifrers defrned

outside the loop, the IDENT0 triple represents the constant value of the

identifrer; its operand is again the root triple defrning that value. The

NEWID triple represents the new value of a loop variable as generated by a

loop iteration. Its operands are the one or more iteration expressions

generating new values of the loop variable in different anns of a conditional

expression. For other identifiers defined outside the loop, the NEWID triple

represents the copy of the identifier's value, required at execution time for

the next iteration. Hence, in this case, the operand of the NEWID triple is

the IDENTO triple. This will also apply in the event that a loop variable is

not redefined in an iteration expression. To explain this further, consider

the loop variables in the VAL-S example in Table 4.5 and the corresponding

triple subgraph in Figure 4.4.

for a,b:=1,ndo
if acn tJren

iter a:= a+1;

b:= b+a

endiúer

else

b

erdif
endfor

Table 4.5 Íl-arnFle of foniter loop conshrct

In this example there are two loop variables ø and ô, initialized to the

values I and n respectively. These initial values are the operands of the

IDENT0 triples from which references are made to the loop variables when

they are used within the loop body. In this particular example there is just
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one iteration expression and each loop variable is redefined within it, so at

this stage, the respective redefïnitions are the operands of the NEWID

triples for a and b. Note that subsequently, when user lists are created, the

users of IDENTO triples will be the same as those for the corresponding

NEWID triples.

Figru.e 4.4 Basic triple graph of loop variables

Unlike loop variables which are defined at the head of the loop, it is not

known which other identifrers are used inside, a loop until they are

encountered during parsing. To store the information required to model the

circulation of copies of the values of these identifiers, a special FORITER

triple is created at the beginning of a loop. This triple can be viewed as

providing an interface between the identifiers defined outside of the loop

and their usages within the loop. Instead of the usual two operand frelds,

this triple node requires a linked list of operands, each of these operands

corresponding to an identifrer, which is not a loop variable, referenced

inside the loop. Identifrers are added to this operand list as they are

encountered during parsing of the loop, and for each new identifier both an

IDENT0 and a NEWID triple will be created as explained above.

Again the IDENT0 triple has one operand, the root triple generating the

value of the identifier at execution time. This operand is also added to the

operand list of the FORITER triple and the IDENTO triple is then added to
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t}¡e user list of the FORITER triple. This means that later, the operands of

the FORITER triple can be matched to the corresponding IDENTO triples in

its user list. This is necessary in order to recognize multiple occurrences of

an identifïer that are encountered within a loop body, as each occurrence

must optimally reference the same IDENT0 triple. Figure 4.5 illustrates the

TG structure at this stage for the example of Table 4.5.

(f!oh a1g {.¿)

one llnk for each

llsraÈfor €xp!esslon

{.f!d Frq {.á)

Figure 4.5 Restof triple graphof fopiterexprression
from Table 4.5

Iteration within a for-iter loop continues only if an iteration expression is

executed on each iteration; no results are generated from the loop cycle

when an iteration expression is executed. Whenever an iteration

expression is encountered during parsing, a special ITER triple is created.

As an iteration expression can only contain redefinitions for loop variables,

the ITER triple is used to represent the result of the iteration expression. In

the translation of VAL-S progïams, the ITER triple is always used as a

dummy operand of either a THEN or an ELSE triple, the ITER triple itself
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not having any operands. The main pu{pose for introducing the ITER triple

is to store in the triple graph the EC specifying the conditions under which

the iteration expression will be executed. At execution time, if these

conditions are met, the iteration expression is executed and further

iteration continues. On each such iteration cycle, a copy of the value of each

identifier used within the loop must be passed on for use in the next

iteration cycle; as explained earlier, this is modelled in the TG with the

NEWID triple, where the value is represented by the IDENTO triple

associated with the identifier. There may be many iteration expressions

inside a loop and a new copy of the value of the identifier is required at

execution time for each iteration expression. In the TG, each usage is

represented by a link between the IDENT0 and NEWID triples. Thus the

NE\MID triple may have many operands, so each operand is stored in the

operand list associated with this triple.

Note that BRANCH triples required for switching are not inserted into the

TG until a later stage of processing, so the EC of each operand must also be

stored in the operand list of the NEWID triple in order to create the

appropriate switching triples subsequently. Figure 4.5 shows the NEWID

triple for identifter n has one operand, the IDENTO triple, corresponding to

the one iteration expression.

It is not until the end of a loop is reached during parsing that the operands

of the NEWID triples are created for each identifier in the operand list of the

FORITER triple. This is done by taking each triple in the user list of the

FORITER triple and, for each iteration expression inside the loop, the

IDENTO triple is added to the operand list of the NEWID triple with an EC

equal to that of the iteration expression. Note that IDENTO and NEWID

triples are created together so the address of the NELD triple (in the tG) is

the address of the IDENT0 triple plus one. The address of each ITER triple
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is stored in a linked list with the FORITER triple, so each EC can be found

directly. The address of the FORITER triple itself is stored separately in a

globally defined loop level counter, which is used for the dual purpose of

storing these addresses and also counting the level of nesting of loops. The

counter is updated each time a loop is entered or exited.

The FORITER triple is used further when considering nested loops.

Consider the case of two nested loops and an identifier used in the inner

loop that is defined outside the outer loop. This identifier must pass through

the outer loop to the inner loop and therefore must be circulated in the outer

loop. All triple operands have an associated loop level field which is set to

the value of the loop level counter when the operand is created; this is the

address of the FORITER triple of the loop currently being parsed. When the

end of a loop is encountered, any operand of the FORITER triple whose loop

level field is less than that of the loop level of any outer loop, is added to the

operand list of the FORITER triple of each such outer loop. This ensures

that all identifiers are passed through consecutive nested loop constructs

correctly.

4.&6 Special fuiples associated s¡ith forall expressions

Several special triples are used to represent the information contained in a

forall expression. The first of these is the INDVAL triple which is used to

represent an INDex VALue (IV) name. An INDVAL triple is created for

each fV name declared within a forall expression, its left operand being the

low bound for the name and the right operand the high bound, as shown in

the example in Figure 4.6. A reference to an fV name inside the forall

expression uses this INDVAL triple as its operand. The number or range of

index values can be determined from the bounds of the fV names; in Figurc

4.6, J has B-A+1 index values. When one or more fV names are defined,
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each has its o\¡/n range; the range of the whole forall expression can be

calculated by cross multiplying the individual ranges of each fV name.

As explained in Chapter 3, only one-dimensional arrays have been

implemented in VAL-S. As each fV name in a forall expression

corresponds to a dimension of an array created by the expression, only one

fV name is allowed in each forall expression in VAL-S. However, the TG

has been designed to allow for further dimensions by introducing a RANGE

triple. This triple takes as its operands the INDVAL triples of each IV

name, as shown in Figure 4.6. Whenever the whole range of a forall

expression is required it is from this triple that the value can be calculated.

Further complications involved with accessing IV names within forall

expressions will be discussed in Chapter 5.

usels of J

users of range

Figur.e 4.6 Tliples created for fV n4rne J in tA'Bl

Forall expressions are used to create arrays with index values specified

over a range set by the IV names. At execution time on the MDFM, any

identifier values used to create an array must be duplicated over the entire

range of the forall expression and the index tags set appropriately. This

means that for a range of [A,B], B-A+1 copies of the value of the identifier

must be duplicated. This is modelled in the TG by a ProliFerate triple (PLF)

which takes a data value as its left operand and duplicates it over the range

specifred by its integral right operand. The function of this triple
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corresponds to the function associated with a MDFM node of the same

name, as described in Chapter 2. Again note that here as with loops, at the

start of the forall expression it is not known which identifrers are used

inside the expression and hence which require proliferation. The example

in Table 4.6 illustrates this point (¿ will require proliferating on the

MDFM).

forall J in [1, n]
conshrct J*n

endall

forall J in [1, n]
eval times J

endall

Table 4.5 þ=arnples of forall exprrcssions

rWhen a forall expression is encountered during parsing, a special

FORALL triple, similar to the FORITER triple, is created. The operands of

this triple are those root triples giving the values of identifiers, other than

IV names, used inside the forall expression. When a neÌv identifier is

found, it is added to the operand list of the FORALL triple and a

corresponding PLF triple is created; in Figure 4.7 this occurs for the

identifier ¿. As with IDENITO triples in for-iter loops, the PLF triple is used

as an interface between the defined value of the identifier outside the forall

expression and the uses of that identifier inside the expression, which are

taken from this associated PLF triple.

Iink

usets of û

inside fora.LÌ expression

Figur.e 4.7 Arcay creation in forall ex¡rressions
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I

Nested forall expressions and mixtures of forall expressions and for'iter

loops introduce similar complications to those encountered with nested

loops, in that identifiers used in inner constructs must fi.rst pass through

the interfaces of the outer constructs. The same method is used here as

with nested loops, namely using the loop level counter to record the

construct currently being parsed, either a for'iter loop or a forall

expression. When the end of the construct is encountered, if any outer

constructs exist, the loop levels of all operands of the inner FORITER or

FORALL triple are compared u¡ith the loop level of the outer construct. Any

identifier whose loop level is less than that of the outer construct is added to

the operand list of the FORITER or FORALL triple of the outer construct.

users of forall expressi'on

Figuræ 4.8 E\¡ALTTMES triple associated with svnrnple in Table 4'6

The final group of triples to be dealt with in forall expressions are those

associated \¡¡ith the eval statement. Figure 4.8 above illustrates one such

EVAL triple (evaltimes) used for the times operation (from Table 4.6). There

is a special EVAL triple for each operation defrned in an eval statement.

The left operand contains a reference to the expression, in this case J, and

the right operand references the range over which the operation is to

evaluate, which in this example is the range of values 7 to n, defined by the

INDVAL triple associated with J.

4.3.7 Special fuiples forfr¡nction deffnitions andfunction calls

A function defrnition is represented in the TG as an independent subgraph
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\¡/ith an input and output interface to the rest of the program; a call to a

function can occur in VAL-S before the function body has actually been

defined (in the case of forward declarations). When a function header is

declared, either as the function deflrnition or in a forward declaration,

several special triples are created. A PARameter triple is created for each

of the formal parameters in the header. As the actual parameters are not

known at this stage, the triple is created without operands. PAR triples are

used as an interface between the actual parameters of a function call and

the formal parameters defined in the function header. Ilses of the formal

parameters inside the function definition have the PAR triples as operands.

A RETurn triple is also created for each result returned by the function (the

result may be a single value, an array, or a tuple of these). The operands of

these result triples cannot be inserted until the function body is parsed.

Figure 4.9 illustrates the tripte graph for the following function head'er

defrnition:

function example (a, b : integer returns integer, real)

(no o¡rcruds)

a

(tnteger) (¡eal)

Figr¡re 4.9 Tliple Graph of fi¡nction interface for example

When a function call is encountered, a CALL triple is created whose

operands are the actual parameters. If the function is in scope there will be

an entry for it in the identifrer table from which compatibility between

actual and formal parameters can be assessed. A reference to this

REirREl

Func{tm Bod)t

PARPAR
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identifier table entry is stored with the CALL triple. As with the FORITER

and NEWID triples, CALL triples may have many operands so each actual

parameter is stored in the operand list of the CALL triple. Note that links

between the actual parameters in the operand list of the CALL triple and

the formal parameters represented by the PAR triples created from the

function defrnition are not inserted until the next step described in

Section 4.4.

The design of CALL triples allows multiple function calls to the same

function but requires only one deflrnition of the function within the TG. A

similar design is required for values returned by a function. A CRET triple

is created for each data value returned by a fi¡nction each time the function

is called. The CRET triple is referenced wherever values returned by the

function call are used later in the program. The operand to the CRET triple

is the RETURN triple created for the corresponding result during the

function defrnition. However, note that the user link from the RET to the

CRET triple is not a static link and will need to be generated dynamically in

the corresponding dataflow graph (see Section 5.6). Thus a function call is

translated into one CALL triple to link actual and formal parameters and a

number of CRET triples corresponding to the number of results returned by

the function.

RET trfPle for ffrst result RET trlPle for second result

ftucHon fd (emPle)
(refermce to ldent table)

(no ueers) uses of fl¡at result u*re of second result

Figure 4.10 Tïiple Graph for fr¡nction call s:aYnple(10¡+2)

The CALL triple and CRET triples that would be created for a call to the
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function defined in Figure 4.9 are shown above in Figure 4.I0.

4.3.8 ^A'rrayr select and append tuiples

'Whenever an array is created in a VAL,-S program, a corresponding

ARRay triple is created. This triple holds all information associated with

the array in an easily accessible form. The values of the array elements

may be generated from many sources; the triples generating the values of

these array elements are the.operands of the ARR triple, accessed in index

order by the operand list of the ARR triple.

fndex value 1

low bomd slze lndex va¡ue J søe
new value

element alze

usem of æy uees of A{Jl

uaere of new æy

añl

mlus

Figr¡re 4.11 Tîiples associat€d with array operations

Two other pieces of information are kept with the ARR triple, the low bound

minus one (the offset) of the aïTay and the size of the array, both of which

are required to perfoïm array operations. In the TG, all arrays are

maintained with index values starting at one to simplify matching of index

values; so to get the jth element of an array whose bounds arc [A,B], the

offset (A-1) is simply subtracted from j.

Each time an array element is selected, a SELect triple is created. To select

an element from an array, the array, the index of the element to be selected

and the size of the array are all required. The left operand of the SEL triple

is an ARR triple representing the array, the right operand is the index of

the array element to be selected, adjusted by subtracting the offset and the

ARR

APP

ARR (A¡
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size is stored in the operand list of the SEL triplet. Any uses of the array

element are stored in the user list of the SEL triple. Figure 4.11 illustrates

the structure of the SEL triple.

An APPend triple is created for every new element added to an array. The

operands of an APP triple are the same as those of a SEL triple with the

addition of the new element value in the operand list of the APP triple. At

execution time, an append operation creates a complete new array' so a

new ARR triple is required to represent this new array value. The new

ARR triple takes the old offset and size from the array to which a nelry value

v¡as appended, and has the APPend triple as the source of the array values.

It is this new ARR triple which is referenced whenever the new amay is

used, as shown in Figure 4.1L.

4.3.9 Priming tokens

As mentioned in Chapter 1, priming tokens are used to trigger the

execution of a dataflow graph by supplying input tokens to the topmost

starting nodes in the graph. In the VAL-S source language, these priming

tokens correspond to input values supplied for the formal parameters of the

function module specifying the inpuUoutput requirements of the program.

In the intermediate form, these input values are stored in special PTOK

triples from which priming tokens are generated in phase two of the

compilation. Each PTOK triple has one literal operand corresponding to the

input value and a user list containing the triples which use this input. Note

that each priming tokens can serve as input to one node only, so more than

one entry in the user list of a PTOK triple will require the creation of one or

more duplicate nodes, as described in the next chapter.

lThe size of ttre array is required to proliferaæ the index value being selected, as described in Chapter 5
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4.4 Inserting user lists and generating BRANCH triples

In dataflow, all inputs to the arms of a conditional expression must be

passed through switching nodes or gates (see Section 2.3.1). A switching

node is represented by a BRA (for branch) instruction for the MDFM; the

execution of this instruction was described in detail in Chapter 2. Consider

the example conditional expression given in Table 4.3; the only identifier,

apart from the function call, used in either arm is i. At execution time, the

associated data value must pass through a switching node before it is used,

either as the result of the conditional expression in the true case, or in the

function call to fact2 and the following multiplication, in the false case. The

execution of switching nodes ensures that only one of the arms of the

conditional expression will be executed on a dataflow machine, depending

on the boolean value of the condition.

In the TG, a BRANCH triple corresponds to the BRA node, this triple being

required in the TG to generate dataflow code comectly. However, to facilitate

the optimizations discussed in Chapter 6, it is convenient to create the

BRANCH triples after the rest of the TG has been built. This means that

switching requirements associated with the operands of each triple must be

able to be determined by comparing operands and the triples which use

them. For this reason the Execution Condition (termed Data Path Condition

in Jones, Kidman & Morello, [1985]) or EC, as explained in Section 4.3.3, is

defined and recorded for each triple in the TG.

After parsing is complete, BRANCH triptes are created and user lists

inserted into the TG. One pass over the TG is required in this step.

However, triple graph nodes are processed one at a time, so that a node's

address can be inserted into the user lists of its operands. In order to create

BRANCH triples, the EC of a triple is compared with the EC of its operands.
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Note that the EC of an operand must be at the root of the EC of the triple that

uses it. If this \¡/ere not true, the TG would be inconsistent. As each

BRANCH triple is created, the user lists of its operand triples are inserted.

When comparing the EC of a triple with that of its operand, it may be found

that several BRANCH triples are required to correctly switch the operand to

its user triple. In order to perform the optimization on BRANCH triples

described in Chapter 6, these BRANCH triples must be created in the order

in which the corresponding boolean expressions appear in the EC, with the

frrst BRANCH triple created being linked to the operand and the last one

created linked to the user triple. The generation of these BRANCH triples is

achieved firstly by reducing a copy of the EC of the user triple until it is the

same as that of its operand, but saving the original EC. Then each

BRA¡ICH triple is created in turn and linked to the corresponding boolean

condition specified in the original EC of the user triple; until the end of this

EC is reached.

As an example of how this is done, consider a triple created for the

expression E2 in Table 4.4, u¡ith EC -81 n 82, and suppose that an operand

of this triple has an EC of true. In this case, the operand will require

switching through two BRANCH triples linked to 81 and B2 respectively.

The following steps summarize this procedure:

(i) Search a copy of the EC (list) of E2 until the reduced EC equals

that of its operand (true in this case). In this process, B2 is

encountered first, then -81 and finally nil or true. Note that as an EC

is represented by a reference, a single comparison serves to

compare two ECs.

(ii) The first BRANCH triple is created with the original operand as its left

operand and the boolean expression 81 as its right operand.
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(iü) The address of this first BRANCH triple is inserted into the user lists

of the original operand and the root triple representing 81.

(iv) The second BRANCH triple is created $¡ith the false output of the first

BRANCH triple as its left operand, and the boolean expression 82 as

its right operand.

(v) The address of the second BRANCH triple is inserted into the user lists

of the first BRANCH triple and the root triple representing 82. Note

that the usage in the first BRANCH triple must be marked as false.

(vi) The end of the original EC is reached, so the address of the original E2

user triple is inserted into the user list of the second BRANCH triple.

This completes the generation of the required chain of BRANCH triples and

insertion of user lists for the example of Table 4.4.

0t¡lp1.

users of conditional

t
1

RET tllpls

users of conditional

Figure 4.12 Tfiple Graphs for e=ernple conditional expression in Table 4.3

The complete TG for the example conditional expression of Table 4.3 is
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shown in Figure 4.t2 witln BRANCH triples and user lists inserted. The

smaller graph on the left is the incomplete TG prior to insertion of

BRANCH triples and user lists.

In the case that no BRANCH triples are required (when the EC of a triple is

the same as that of its operand), only the equivalent of part (vi) of the above

process is required. Thus the address of the user triple is inserted directly

into the user list of its operand.

This process becomes more complicated when all possible situations are

considered, in particular when dealing with arrays where each element of

the array requires switching. Most triples have either one or two operands,

but in the case of some special triples such as the ARR, CALL and NEWID

triples, a list of operands must be processed using this algorithm. Other

special triples including ITER, FORITER, FORALL and PAR triples have

no switching requirements. A further two triples must be considered as

special cases, namely IFF and CRET triples, because their special design

results in their ECs being inconsistent with those of their operands.

However, this does not matter as their operands have already had

appropriate switching and all that remains is to insert their user lists.

4.5 Flimination of r¡nr¡sed triples

A source of unused triples can arise when an identifier in VAL is defined

in a let expression but is not referenced in the body of the expression. This

leads to a situation where a triple is created s¡ith no users. In this case, its

user list is empty so there will be no need to create dataflow nodes

coïTesponding to the triple, as the result of the corresponding operation is

not used by any other node. Moreover, the token or tokens generated in the

unnecessary let statement would be garbage, so in the implementation, the

triple subgraph corresponding to the unnecessary let statement is removed
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from the TG and the compiler issues an informative message. However,

before such an unnecessary operation can be deleted from the TG,

references to this unused triple in its operands' user lists must be removed.

Once an entry has been deleted from an operand triple's user list, the

operand triple itself may not have any users, and so on. The elimination of

unused triples is performed in a second pass over the TG as the last step in

the intermediate form generation phase and, for most triples, simply

consists of a check that the triple has at least one entry in its user list. If

not, a recursive algorithm removes this triple and any others consequently

without any users, effectively deleting unnecessary triples in the TG before

the corresponding dataflow code is generated. As this process is being

performed, each triple is written to a file providing a listing of the TG (for

checking purposes), which is otherwise lost on the termination of the

compilation.
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5. DATAFLOW CODE GED.IERATION

5.1 Introduction

A dataflo$/ program is represented by a dataflow graph whose nodes are

operations and whose arcs represent data flow between operations in the

program. In this project, the target machine for the dataflow graph is the

University of Manchester prototype dataflow machine lMDFM);

programs are executed on the simulator described in Chapter 2. Each

instruction for this machine consists essentially of an operation code and

one or two destination instruction addresses. Figure 4.2 shows the basic

relationship between the intermediate code of the triple graph and the

dataflow graph for a single arithmetic expression. However, in many

cases, branch nodes corresponding to the BRANCH triples will be

required to switch data tokens between alternative paths and to absorb or

kill unused tokens. Also duplicate nodes will be required in the dataflow

program to create copies of data tokens; the TG allows multiple links

between triple nodes. The dataflow graph is created as a sequential list of

dataflow instructions by processing the TG as described in the following

sections. Basically each operation recorded as a triple becomes a dataflow

node or instruction, and the user list of the triple is translated to dataflow

links represented by destination addresses in the dataflow instruction

corresponding to the operation.

The dataflow code generation phase of the compiler, as shown in

Figure 4.1, requires two further passes over the completed TG, generated

in the first phase. The first pass in the second phase creates the dataflow

nodes which either directly relate to operations represented by triples or

are subgraphs of nodes translated from the special triples rlescrihed in

Chapter 4, such as function CALL triples and array SEL and APP triples.
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The second pass over the TG is used to insert the destination addresses of

the dataflow nodes and, where necessary, create duplicate nodes.

52 Dataflow node generation

5.2.1 Crreating dataflow nodes for arithmetic operations

Simple triples representing arithmetic operations in the TG translate

directly to single dataflow nodes or instructions. The node will contain the

kind of the arithmetic operation, the number of inputs to and outputs

from the node, the type and value of any literals used as operands, and

the destination addresses and ports of nodes that receive the result of the

operation. This information is stored directly in the corresponding triple

with the exception of the destination addresses, which must be addresses

of nodes in the dataflow graph, rather than the triple addresses stored in

user list of the triple. These dataflow node destination addresses must be

inserted at a later stage as the destination nodes may not have yet been

created, when the dataflow node is generated. To accomplish this, as each

dataflow node is created, a pointer from the triple to its corresponding

dataflow node is created and stored with the triple. This pointer is used

when final dataflow destination node addresses are inserted during the

second step described in Section 5.3.

More complex code generation techniques are required when generating

the dataflow nodes corresponding to the special triples used to represent

conditional expressions, iterative expressions, function calls and

definitions, and array operations. These triples do not have a one to one

correspondence with dataflow nodes, Some have no corresponding node

and others expand into a subgraph of nodes. However, complications

arise when a triple's operands are required by several different nodes or

when the result of a triple is produced by several different nodes in the
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expanded dataflow subgraph. To handle this situation, pointers to

dataflow nodes are associated with each operand of the triple and with the

result. For most triples, these pointers reference the same node address,

indicating a one to one correspondence between triples and dataflow

nodes, but for complex triples tike the CALL, SEL and PAR triples, they

may be different. Later sections describe these code generation techniques

in detail.

5.22 Elirninating special triples and generating triggers

Some of the special triples created in the TG to facilitate optimizations do

not have any corresponding nodes in the dataflow graph. These triples

can be ignored during both passes of the dataflow code generation stage

unless they appear in the user lists of other triples. As each user list

entry in the TG is translated to an arc in the dataflow graph, these triples

will need to be removed from the user lists in which they occur in the

second pass of dataflow code generation, described in Section 5.3. Triples

which can be ignored include the FORITER and ITER triples associated

with VAL-S for-iter expressions and FORALL triples associated with

forall expressions. The main purpose of these triples is to hold

information required in the generation of the TG, in particular the EC

required to create the BRANCH triples. Once the TG is complete, these

triples are no longer required and can be ignored.

Triggers are simply tokens which are sent to nodes in order to activate

their execution. Every node in a dataflow graph must have at least one

input token as it is not executed until its input token (or tokens) is passed

to it. Some dataflow nodes, such as GEN and GAN nodes (see Chapter 2)

actually contain the information to perform the required operation

without receiving any further input data, but nevertheless, still need an
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input token in order to execute. Thus a tngger, which can be any token, is

sent to the node enabling it to be executed.

In this implementation triggers are always taken from the last formal

parameter in the function definition in which they are required. This

imposes the constraint that any node requiring a fiigget in order to

execute, must wait for the parameter from which the trigger is taken to

become available before it can execute. Another approach lSkedzielewski

& Glauert, 19841, is to use a special trigger token. There would be an

additional overhead associated with passing this trigger into loops and

across functions but the constraints of the above method are removed.

Experimental comparisons between the two different kinds of trigger

have not been reported.

523 Code generation for conditional exprressions

Along with the triples mentioned in the last section, the special triples

associated with conditional expressions, COND, THEN, ELSE and IFF

triples, must also be removed from user lists, as these triples have no

corresponding dataflow nodes. This is achieved by replacing each

occurrence of one of these triples in other triples' user lists by the user list

of the special triple itself. For example, in a conditional expression, the

triples producing the results of the true and false arms have in their user

lists THEN and ELSE triples associated v¡ith the conditional expression.

The THEN and ELSE triples have the IFF triple in their user lists and the

IFF triple has the addresses of other triples requiring a result from the

conditional expression. In effect these last users are placed in the user

Iists of the triples producing the results of the true and false arrns and the

THEN, ELSE and IFF triples are subsequently ignored. A similar method

is used to remove references to ARR triples from user lists.
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52.4 Code generation for iterative loops

The IDENTQ and NEWID interface triples created for each identifier used

within a loop provide the basis for creating the dataflow nodes required to

manage execution of loops. As described in Chapter 2, ort the MDFM, part

of the label associated with a data token contains an iteration counter

which is set during execution to distinguish between tokens from

different loop cycles. The IDENT0 triple translates directly to the ZIL

(Zerc Iteration Level) node required to initialize the iteration counter of

every data token used in the loop to zeto at the start of the loop. The

NEWID triple translates directly to the IIL (Increase Iteration Level)

node required to increment the iteration level of each token on every

successive iteration cycle; in effect, every token used inside the loop must

be circuløted,. Figtre 5.1 below shows the dataflow subgraph created for

the identifr.er n of the example given in Figure 4.5.k should be noted that

at this stage, node destination addresses are not inserted, this being done

in step 2 of phase 2 described in Section 5.3.

a

Figr¡r'e 5.1 Dataflow graph corresponding to TG of Figtrre 4.5

A further complication arises in the case of nested loops. As there is only

one iteration counter, values returned by an inner loop which are used in

an outer loop must have their iteration levels reset to the value of the outer

iteration level before re-entering the outer loop. This is done by saving a
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copy of the outer iteration level before entering the inner loop and then

resetting the iteration level field of all values returned by the inner loop to

this saved iteration level. The resetting of the iteration levels is done by

using the Set Iteration Level (SIL) node. This node takes a data valued

token as its left operand and sets the iteration level of this operand to the

value of the right operand. However, to do this requires both operands to

have the same iteration level, so both must have their iteration levels set

to zero. The outer iteration level is obtained using the Yield Iteration

Level (YIL) node.

Figure 5.2 shows the dataflow graph required to reset these iteration

levels. Links or arcs emanating from nodes such as the YIL node in

Figure 5.2, which do not have a corresponding triple in the TG, are

inserted as destination addresses when the node is created. All other

destination addresses and any linking to nodes outside of this subgraph

are inserted in the second step of phase two described in Section 5.3.

trigge! - floh fmction PardeteE

result Hith outer ltêratlon tag

input

t

Figure 52 Dataflow nodes rcquired to reset iteration levels

(Phase 1)
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This technique keeps data tokens of different cycles distinct in the outer
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loop; however, consider the situation where the inner loop is nested inside

an iteration expression of the outer loop. There is a difficulty here in that

different iteration cycles of the outer loop may be executing the inner loop

at the same time. In this case more than one set of data values would

tngger the inner loop and distinction between them would be lost when

their iteration levels were zeroed at the start of the inner loop. The

solution to this problem involves using another freld of the label of each

data token. Before entering the inner loop a new unique activation name

(used to distinguish between activations of the same function on the

MDFM - see Chapter 2) is generated and all tokens entering the inner

loop have their activation names set to this new value. This will ensure

that different iteration cycles of the outer loop will remain distinct inside

the inner loop' 
rlleeêr - rron rücrr-on parameÈer

value fron
J-nner loop

resul-t
(IL - 0, orlginal ÀNl

Figur.e 5*9 Setting activation nârnes of inner loop tokens

(Phåse 1)

As with the iteration levels, the activation names of all resultant values of

the inner loop must be reset to their original value before entering the

inner loop. The difference between the activation name and the iteration

level is that each activation name is distinct throughout the entire
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execution life of the program. Figure 5.3 illustrates the dataflow

subgraph required to reset the labels of data tokens leaving an inner loop,

making use of the activation name to ensure uniqueness between data

tokens in the inner loop. This ensures that all activations of inner loops
Poro.fltt+y,

cagnbe execuúed concurrently. Again, only those nodes which do not have

a corresponding triple in the TG have their destination addresses

inserted at this time.

5.2.5 Code generation in forall expressions

Proliferation of all identifiers used in forall expressions is required to

obtain a copy of their data values over the entire range of index value

names; this is achieved by the use of proliferate nodes. These nodes can be

generated from the triples of the same name which are used as an

interface between identifrers defrned outside the scope of a forall

expression and their uses inside the expression, as explained in

Chapter 4.

L

(IX - 1..8-À+1)

of

(dâta value À-1

9rz e

(data vâ.Iues 1. .B-À+1)
(Ix - l..B-À+1)

J
(dâtâ values A..B)

(IX - 1..8-À+1)

Figrue 5.4 Dataflow subgraph for rreferencing Index Value

narne J in tArBl

When an index value (fV) name in VAL-S is referenced inside the body of

a forall expression, the values associated with the fV name must be
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created from the corresponding INDVAL triple, with the correct index

label values. This is done by proliferating one of the fV bounds over the

range defined in the forall expression, to yield the index label values; then

the offset, also proliferated, is added as shown in Figure 5.4. The

corresponding source code is given in Table 4.6 and its triple graph in

Figure 4.8. Note that the users of the fV name are stored in the user list of

the corresponding INDVAL triple. Only the four destination addresses

linking nodes in the subgraph are inserted at this time.

Each EVAL triple created from a forall expression also needs further

processing. The triple takes an array as input and combines the elements

together using a simple arithmetic operation to produce a single value.

The dataflow subgraph for the example given in Figure 4.8 is shown in

Figure 5.5.

trlgger

feI

¡
0

sing.Ie result token

Figr¡r'e 5.5 Dataflow subgraph corres¡rcnding
to an EVAL triPle

srx

À¡ !eY
À[1..nI n

The graph shows an array A[l,n] whose elements are multiplied together
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sequentially by the MUL instruction. The fi.rst element A[1] is extracted

from the array using the initial BRA instruction and has its index tag

incremented by one in the IAD instruction. This makes its index tag

equal to that of At2l so the elements can be multiplied together. The right

hand side of the graph generates the boolean values of true for index

values 2..n-1 and false for index value ¿. These boolean values are used

in the second BRA node which circulates the array elements back to the

IAD instruction until all have been combined in the MUL instruction,

whence the result has its index tag set to 0. Again, only nodes without a

corresponding triple in the TG have their destination addresses inserted

at this time.

52.6 Code generation for function calls and definitions

The dataflow code required to interface a function deflrnition with the

corresponding calls is generated from the PAR and RET triples

associated with the function definition, and the CALL and CRET triples

associated with the function calls, which were described in Chapter 4.

For each function call a new activation name (see Chapter 2) must be

generated at execution time and used to tag actual parameter tokens and

the result tokens of the function call to distinguish activations of the same

function and allow their concurrent execution. Figure 5.6 shows the

dataflow operations required to tag each actual parameter before it can be

used in the function body. The link from the GAN node to the SAN node is

inserted here.
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actual parileter

usès of corresPondlng
fonel palahete¡

trigge¡ - fron functlon palMete!

(c¡eated for each function calL)

(created once for fhction definitìon)

Figr¡re 5.6 Pammeter correspondence and tagging
of actual pammeters

The activation tag is created by a Generate Activation Name (GAN) node

which requires an input trigger to initiate the execution of the

instruction. In this implementation, the last actual parameter in the

function call is used for this purpose. Each actual parameter stored in the

operand list of the CALL triple must have its old activation name reset to

this new value using a Set Activation Name (SAN) node. Note that there

is one SAN node for each formal parameter; the unique activation name

associated with any one function call enables the one SAN node to be used

for each parameter, for all calls to that function. In the function

definition, to set the new activation names, a SAN node is created for each

PAR triple and linked to the GAN node as shown in Figure 5.6. The

actual parameter nodes are found from the corresponding triples in the

operand list of the CALL triple. Each actual parameter is linked to the

corresponding SAN node as shown again in Figure 5.6. The destination

addresses of output from the SAN node are taken from the PAR triple

users, which represent the uses of the formal parameter inside the

function body.

If one of the parameters is an array then the activation name needs to be

set for each element of the array. This is done by creating a PL.t' node to

proliferate the value of the new activation name over the range of the
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array to provide a ner'¡/ activation name with an index value to match that

of each array element.

Figure 5.7 gives the dataflow code required to return each result of a

function call. As a particular call to one function must only send results

back to that function activation and not to all calls of the same function,

the return link must be dynamically created. This is achieved on the

MDFM by means of two special dataflow nodes, the SLK and RET nodes.

The Set LinK (SLK) node strips the entire label field from its left input and

combines it with a destination address specified by its right input to form

a so-called context lKirkham, 1984].

trlgger
(approprfatc labcl) destlmdon addrese

¡esult

(dmqmtc llntl

æsult ænt to addææ
ln context

Figrrre 5.7 Retr¡rrring nsults of function calls

In generating the SLK node, the destination address (of the RET node) is

obtained from the user list of the corresponding CRET triple created for

each result returned by the function. The context is sent to the RET node

corresponding to the RET triple created for the function definition; the

RET node receives the result of the function as its left operand and sends

the result token to the destination address specified in the context of its

right operand, with the label set to the specification in the context. Note

that the only destination address inserted into the subgraph at this time is

the link between the SLK and RET nodes. Again if an atray is produced

as the result of a function, the context must be proliferated over the range
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of the' àrruy to provid.e a context for each array element. If a tuple of

results is returned by the function, each result requires its own SLK-RET

node pair.

527 Cnde generation for army opelstions

The dataflow code generated for array select and append operations using

the more complex instructions introduced in Chapter 2 is shown in

Figure 5.8. SELect and APPend triples contain the necessary information

to generate the dataflow subgraphs corresponding to each of these VAL-S

operations. Either the SEL or EXT dataflow instruction could be used for

an array selection by using the right output, but for aftay appends, the

left output of the EXT instruction is used when an existing aftay element

is replaced by a new value, and the SEL instruction is used to add a value

with a ne\4' index. The corresponding subgraph for the EXT dataflow

instruction using primitive MDFM instructions is shown in Figure 2.3.

Dataflow code is not generated for ARR triples, as these are special triples

introduced for reasons explained in Chapter 4; they are removed from

triple user lists in the second step of the dataflo$¡ code generation phase.

AIl..f -l,t+1..n¡ Attl ¡Ir Atfl

Figr¡re 5.8 Dataflow strbgraphs for artay selections

and appends

Notice that the required index value i still requires proliferation over the

range of the array, the range being stored in the operand list of the SEL or

EXt
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Array
AI l..nl

slrclndcrAray
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EXT triple. The only destination addresses inserted at this time are those

of the PLF triples.

53 Generation of dataflow links and duplication nodes

After the generation of dataflow nodes has been completed, the dataflow

graph requires the insertion of destination addresses or links in the

dataflow instructions for all nodes which have a corresponding triple in

the triple graph and have not yet been inserted. At the same time it is

necessary to create duplicate nodes to produce copies of data tokens which

are required at execution time. At this stage all relevant triples will

contain a pointer to the address of the corresponding dataflow node to

enable the triple addresses in user lists to be converted to dataflow node

addresses in the destination fields of the dataflow instructions.

DUP nodes are created after all other nodes in the dataflow graph. Their

creation is solely determined by the number of users of each of the other

nodes. As described in Chapter 2, instructions for the MDFM produce

either one or two output tokens, whereas it is common for more than two

output uses to be made of the result of an operation. Thus to generate

several copies of the same token, DUPlicate nodes, as described in

Chapter 2, are created. For example, if an identifier is used four times,

two duplicate nodes would be required, each duplicating one of the

maximum two output tokens from the subgraph generating the value for

the identifier. In general, the number of duplicate nodes required to copy

the outputs from any one node equals the number of users minus two.

The exceptions to this are true and false outputs of BRA nodes and

outputs from SLK nodes which produce one output token ody, so for these

cases, the number of duplicate nodcs rcquired equals the number of uses

minus one. This also applies to the program inputs, the priming tokens,
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which are generated from the corresponding PTOK triples.

Note that DUP nodes cannot be shared between users of different nodes

and are therefore not considered in the optimizations described in

Chapter 6. For this reason no corresponding triples are created, rather

these DUP nodes are created directly from user lists of triples in the TG.

Triples corresponding to dataflow nodes are scanned in sequence; for a

particular triple with no duplication requirements, the destination

addresses in the corresponding dataflow instruction are inserted by

copying across the dataflow node addresses corresponding to the triples

in the user list of the triple under consideration.

When duplication is required, a subgraph of one or more duplicate nodes

is generated. This subgraph could take several different forms - a

balanced binary tree was selected because it has the effect of minimizing

the number of steps in the subgraph of duplicate nodes. However, it is
quite possible to give simple counter examples when this pattern is not

optimal, because the depth of the nodes receiving the duplicated data will

vary. Some simple trials comparing a left-hand chain of duplicate nodes

with the binary tree were carried out in a preliminary investigation

Uones, Kidman & Morello, 19851. In this second method, all right outputs

are connected to users in sequence and duplicate nodes are attached to

the left outputs. Thus users at the top of the chain of duplicate nodes

would receive their inputs ahead of users at the bottom, so if users at the

top were involved in more complex operations than those at the bottom,

this would enhance performance in a particular graph. These trials on

rather small test programs showed that the binary tree was not always

better than the chain. However, it is expected tha[ orr average the binary

tree pattern would be preferable, especially when many copies of one data
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value are required. rWhile it may be possible to rearrange the allocation of

output by hand in order to improve the performance of a small individual

graph, as was mentioned also by Gurd, Glauert & Kirkham [1981], it

seems unlikely that this could ever be done automatically in a compiler.

Therefore, in our implementation, duplicate nodes are generated as a

binary tree and the outputs allocated to users sequentially in list order.

)
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6. COMMON SIJBÞPRESSION DEIECTION

6.1 Intnoduction

The nature of single assignment functional languages, such as VAL-S,

which are free from side effects, appears ideal for the application of

common subexpression detection (CSD) because, in the one scope, all

occurrences of the same expression represent the same value. Thus it

should be possible to eliminate multiple evaluations of different

occuïTences of the same subexpressions, each being evaluated once only,

and its value passed to other usages in the program.

Although common subexpressions (CSEs) always yield the same values

in different parts of a VAL-S program, when they occur inside the arms

of a conditional expression their evaluation is dependent upon the boolean

test expressions governing the execution of the arms of the conditional.

The conditional execution of an expression is modelled during parsing by

the execution condition (EC) of triples, defïned in Section 4.3.3. In

general, two identical subexpressions with different ECs cannot be

implemented in one evaluation, as they require evaluation under

different conditions.

One way to deal with this on a dataflow machine, might be to compute the

shared data value regardless of the conditions that prevail and to pass the

result through appropriate switches to all uses in the program. The

problem \Mith this is that if none of the conditions of execution are met, the

result of the expression is not required at all and the computation would

have been performed unnecessarily; in the worst case this could lead to a

non-terminating computation or to the introduction of execution time

errors that were not inherent in the original source program (see

example in Chapter 1).
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There are, however, occurrences of CSEs in different arms of conditional

expressions which can share the one computed data value on a dataflow

machine without introducing the above mentioned potential errors; an

obvious example is when one occurrence of a CSE involves unconditional

evaluation, for this value can then be switched for any other occurrences.

The method described in the following sections involves a thorough

program analysis which enables the sharing of certain CSEs without

introducing unnecessary computation or the generation of unused

tokens. The ECs of such shareable CSEs are said to be compatible.

To enable the detection of CSEs, expressions must be stored in a

representation which allows occurrences of the same expression to be

recognised. The TG described in Chapter 4 was designed for this purpose,

because the dataflow graph (for the MDFM) itself is not appropriate (see

Section 1.1.3). The optimizations discussed in this chapter are performed

on the fly, during parsing and TG generation in the first phase of the

compilation (see Figure 4.1). Occurrences of the same subexpression

which can be shared are represented by one triple in the TG.

62 Detection and sharing of CSEs

A subexpression is termed a CSE if there is more than one textual

occurrence of the same subexpression. During parsing' before a new

triple is entered, a search is made of the TG to determine whether that

triple is already a node in the graph. If so, this would indicate that the

corresponding subexpression has been encountered previously and so a

CSE has been found. A new triple may not be required, in which case all

references can be made to the existing triple.

The process of determining whether a new triple must be entered involves
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three steps. The first is a search of the TG to find a triple with the same

operation. If found, the next step is to compare the operands. If these are

the same, a CSE has been found and the final step determines whether

the two occurrences of the subexpression in the program have compatible

ECs and so can share the one triple corresponding to the one computed

data value. These three steps apply to all subexpressions including

function calls and array selections; only conditional subexpressions

constitute a special case and are considered separately in Section 6.4. No

attempt has been made to find common loop subexpressions.

A subexpression inside a loop is not shared with one outside; the

possibility of moving the evaluation of loop invariant subexpressions

outside of the loop is discussed in Section 8.4. However, CSEs inside a loop

may be shared.

Triples in the TG are assigned an EC when they are created. For each

expression a Current Execution Condition (CEC) is maintained during

parsing; this is a conjunction of the conditions under which the current

expression will be evaluated. \Mhen the same subexpression (or CSE) is

found in the TG, its EC in the TG must be compatible with the CEC for the

CSE to be shared, in which case a new triple is not created. Note that the

CEC associated with the latter use will be preserved in the EC of its user

triple.

In the event that the two subexpressions have ECs which disallow

sharing, then an identical triple representing the new subexpression

must be created with an EC equal to the CEC. Links between equivalent

triples with incompatible ECs are set up in the TG; this not only

simplifres the searching algorithm deflrned in Section 6"2.2, but is also

useful for other purposes. Note that it is not strictly necessary to duplicate
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the incompatible subexpressions providing different users are

distinguished - this was a convenient implementation technique.

The next section specifies the criteria for sharing CSEs by defining a set of

selection rules based on comparing their ECs. In order to explain these

rules, some special terminology is now introduced.

An EC is a conjunction such as A ^ -B ^ C, where the right most conjunct

is the latest encountered, or innermost condition in a VAL-S nested

conditional construct. C is referred to as the top of the EC, and any lefb

part of the EC such as A or A ^ -B, is referred to as a root; -B ^ C is

referred to as the top part. One EC is at the root of another when it occurs

at the beginning of the second, for example A ^ -B is at the root of A ^ -B ^

C; such ECs are compatible because a CSE with the root EC can be

evaluated once and the result switched through the top part for the second

occuïTence. Two CSEs with ECs which have a common root with different

top parts, for example, 81 ^ B2 and B1 ^ 83, cannot be shared by

evaluating the CSE once under the condition 81 with further switching of

the result, because if the condition B1 ^ -82 ^ -B3 is satisfied, then the

value of the CSE is not needed and should not be evaluated in a clean

implementationl. Note that ECs with different roots but the same top part

cannot occur in the implementation.

Under certain conditions the EC of a CSE in the TG must be reduced to

enable the value of the CSE to be shared within a program. Reducing the

EC of a triple means that one or more conjuncts are removed from the top

part of the EC, the ECs of its operands also being reduced as necessary.

lRefer o Chapær 1 for the dehnition of a cle¿n implementation.
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G3 Selection niles flgffning compatible ECs

As defined above, two ECs are termed compatible if the CSEs with which

they are associated may share the one evaluation. Such sharing is

implemented in the TG by the use of a common triple for the different

occurrences of a CSE.

All selection rules discussed in this section are based upon the

assumptions that in execution on the MDFM, no unnecessary

computations are performed and that no redundant tokens remain after

the completion of a computation. In each rule, two ECs are compared,

that of the existing triple (TEC), and that of the current expression (CEC);

the representation of the TG allows this to be done by comparing two

pointers.

The first three rules state when a newly found subexpression is able to

share the value of a previously encountered occurrence of the same

subexpression, by setting up a reference to the existing triple without

modifying it. Rules (4) - (6) allow sharing of existing triples provided their

ECs are reduced to that of the new expression. The first six rules apply

when two subexpressions are in the same conditional expression or when

one or both are unconditional; rule (7) relates to subexpressions in two

different conditionals. Rule (8) given in the next section, applies

specifically to entire conditional subexpressions.

(1) TEC = CEC

This states that if the EC of the triple representing a CSE is the same as

the CEC, then this existing triple may be shared with the current

subexpression. This situation arises when both CStrls occur in the same

arm of a conditional expression or when both subexpressions occur
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outside of loops and conditionals

(2) TEC =True

If an existing triple has an EC of true, that is, the corresponding

expression does not appear inside a conditional expression and its

evaluation is unconditional, it can be shared by any other occurrence of

the same subexpression, regardless of its switching requirements

specified in the CEC.

(3) TEC is at the root of CEC

A triple whose TEC is at the root of the CEC can be shared by the new

subexpression with further switching. For example, a triple with CEC

81 ^ B2 can share an earlier occurrence of the same subexpression v¡ith

TEC Bl by switching through 82.

(4) CEC = Tlrre

If the current subexpression is not inside a conditional expression, the

TEC of an existing triple corresponding to the same subexpression but

inside a conditional, can be reduced to true so that it can be used directly

as the current subexpression; uses of the fìrst occurrence of the

subexpression would then require switching in accordance with the

original TEC.

(5) CEC is at the root of TEC

The CEC is at the root of the TEC of the existing triple, so the TEC is

reduced until it is equal to the CEC; earlier uses of the CSE will then

require switching through the top part of the original TEC.

(6) top(CEQ) = -top(fEC)

This rule identifies two CSEs \Mith ECs which differ only in that the top

part of one EC is the complement of the top part of the other, which means
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that the CSEs occur in both the then and the else parts of the same

conditional expression. Hence the last condition has no effect in

determining whether the subexpression is evaluated, so it can be

evaluated with this last condition removed from the EC, that is the TEC is

red,uced. Each of the two usages of the subexpression must then have the

result of the subexpression evaluation switched through either this last

condition or its complement.

As only one of the CSEs would ever have been evaluated originally, this

rule has the effect of reducing the size of the static dataflow graPh, rather

than reducing the number of times a subexpression will be evaluated.

This rule also covers the case where a subexpression appears in each

arm of a string of nested conditionals, or equivalently, in each arm of a

conditional with many elseif arms. For example, a subexpression

appearing four times in many elseif arms would have occurrences with

ECs of A, -A ^ B, -A ^ -B ^ C, -A ^ -B ^ -C. This rule would be applied

directly to the last two occurrences, reducing the EC to -A ^ -8. The rule

can then be applied again with the second occurrence, further reducing

the EC. This process is repeated until the EC is reduced to true and all

occuïTences of the subexpression can then share the same triple.

(7) (a) EC GEO =EC (CEC)

and

(b) Operand (top(TEC)) = Operand (top(CEC))

This rule is designed to enable sharing of CSEs appearing within two

different conditional expressions which share a boolean condition. To

distinguish between different conditional expressions, COND triples

sharing the same boolean expressions are kept distinct. Thus CSEs

appearing within different conditional expressions, where the boolean

conditions specified in the conditionals are the same, would not be shared
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by the previous rules, although the boolean expressions themselves are

shared. RuIe (7) enabtes sharing by detecting (a) that two conditionals

have equal ECs, and (b) that the respective COND triples share the same

boolean expression; note that (a) cannot be extended to the condition that

TEC and CEC are compatible.

6.4 Det€ction and sharing of common conditional subexplressions

Although common conditional subexpressions are not likely to. occur

often in practice, the analysis has been designed to include them. A

conditional subexpression is represented in the TG by the IFF triple,

whose operands are THEN and ELSE triples, and whose EC is a pointer to

a COND triple, the latter three triples not being shareable. For two

conditional subexpressions to be recognised as identical, the operation

and operand equality tests described in Section 6.2 are clearly

inapplicable. Each conditional expression consists of three

subexpressions; for two identical conditional expressions to be shareable,

each of the corresponding component subexpressions must be shareable.

Consider Table 6.1 showing two common conditional subexpressions

beginning v¡ith the boolean condition 82:

if Bl th€n
if 82 th€n

E1

else

w
endif

else

E3

endif

tf B2th€ú1

E1

else

E2

endif

Table 6.1 Common couditional subexpressions
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Rute (5) allows the one triple for the boolean expression 82 to be shared by

the two COND triptes for the conditional expressions. However, the two

occuïTences of the subexpression E1 (and those for E2) cannot be shared

by the above rules. Thus during parsing, two copies of the triples

representing the expressions El and E2 are created. However, it is clear

that the whole conditional subexpression with the boolean condition 82

requires only one computed value, the fi.rst subexpression requiring this

value to be switched through the conditíon 87. This sharing of conditional

expressions can only be detected after the entire conditional expression

has been parsed and the triples representing its arms have been created.

When two IFF triples are recognised as shareable, it will be necessary to

remove the latest COND, THEN and ELSE triples and their operands

from the TG. In this situation where the CEC refers to the new IFF triple

which is not to be created and the TEC to an IFF triple in the TG, the

following rule specifres the criteria for sharing the corresponding

conditional subexpressions:

(8) (a) TEC and CEC (of the two IFF triples) are compatible

(b) Operands (top (EC (TIIEN triples))) are equal

(c) Operands (THEN triples) are CSEs (Similarly for ELSE triples.)

(a) states that the ECs of the two IFF triples are shareable by

rules (1) to (6). ft) states that both conditionals share the same boolean

condition. Note that this implies that the ECs of the two COND añd of the

two IFF triples are compatible by the earlier selection rules. (c) states that

the two THEN triples have operands which are occurrences of the same

subexpression, but do not necessarily have to reference the Same

occurrence.
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6.5 Searching the triple graph for CSEs

The implementation described in Chapters 4 and 5 enters triples in the

TG in the order of their creation. All searches of the TG for CSEs are

made in such a \May to ensure that triples are encountered in this order.

The following techniques have been employed which are designed to

minimize the overheads of searching

(1) Each VAL-S function only has access to its arguments and locally

declared identifiers, as there are no globally defrned identifiers which

may be imported from any enclosing function. Thus the search for CSEs

in the TG can be restricted to the triples generated from the function

currently being parsed.

(2) When creation of a new triple is under consideration, searching the

TG for a similar triple is only required when all of the new triple's

operands are shared CSEs (except in the case of conditional

subexpressions).

(3) Multiple occurrences of the same triple are linked, these multiple

occurrences existing because of incompatible ECs, as defrned by the

selection rules (1)-(7). This is implemented by storing a linked list of

pointers to similar triples from the first occurrence of each triple in the

TG. When searching the TG serially for a CSE, this will be the first triple

representing the CSE to be found; hence all similar triples will be

accessible directly from this linked list.

After determining whether a CSE may exist from (2), and if so, the area of

the TG to be searched, 'a simple search is carried out comparing

operators and operands of triples with that of the current subexpression,

using the selection rules to determine the compatibility of ECs (for
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conditionals a modifred procedure is used). This process may produce

four outcomes:

(a) The subexpression is not a CSE in which case a new triple is created

(b) The subexpression is a CSE with a compatible EC so the existing triple

may be shared directly (rules (1), (2), (3), (7)).

(c) The subexpression is a CSE but its EC is not compatible with those of

existing CSEs, so a new occurrence of the corresponding triple must be

created. This is linked to the first occurrence of the triple as described

above. Notice that in determining that the EC is incompatible, it must be

compared with the EC of each existing triple corresponding to the CSE in

the TG.

(d) The last outcome is the most complicated and requires the most

processing. This occurs when a CSE is detected but the corresponding

triple requires its EC to be reduced as a result of selection rules (a) to (6).

Comparisons with other instances of the triple may find ECs that \Mere

previously incompatible and are now compatible, thus enabling further

sharing of the value computed by the one CSE. If indeed an existing

similar triple now has an EC compatible with that of the triple whose EC

has been reduced, this existing triple is made redundant by changing its

operation to DEL (for delete) and inserting a pointer to the address of the

triple replacing it. Later when users lists are inserted, deleted triples can

be removed and any operands which reference a deleted triple are

changed to the triple replacing it, as s¡recifred by this pointer. Further

comparisons between similar triples are required if, in the process of

combining and deleting existing triples, an EC is further reduced.

Extensive use of recursion was made in implementing these procedures.
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6.6 Shâring switching nodes

Common SWitching node Detection (CSWD) is a similar optimization to

CSD except that it is applied to BRANCH triples only. All uses of an

identifier or an expression in the arms of the one conditional expression

can be switched through the same BRANCH triple to both the true and

the false arms. Thus in the BRANCH triple generation step described in

Section 4.3, CSWD is carried out to minimize the number of BRANCH

triples created.

Although all BRANCH triples are created and stored sequentially in the

TG, which limits the search space for common BRANCH triples anyway'

a more direct search method is used. Before a ner¡/ BRANCH triple is

created, a search is made, as in CSD, to determine whether the triple

already exists which switches the identifier or expression through the

appropriate condition. Rather than searching the TG, it is more effi.cient

to search the user list of the COND triple generating the boolean valued

condition operand of the BRANCH triple. This user list stores the triple

addresses of all BRANCH triples which reference the COND triple as an

operand. In the event that the associated boolean expression is shared by

other COND triples, their user lists can be searched also. Compared with

searching a segment of the TG directly for common switching nodes, in

the worst case, this list is the same size as the search space of the TG but

in practice is considerably smaller.
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6.7 Compiler sh¡ctr¡r.e

The compiler has been structured in such a \ivay that both CSD and CSWD

are separate optimizations which can be turned on and off by flag settings

in the compiler. This has allowed the separate analysis of results from

these optimizations as shown in Appendix D. Some measurements were

also made of compilation times; the results are reported in the next

chapter.
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7. TEST PROGRAII'S AI.ID RESULTS

7.1 Tes''ng methodology

Appendix C contains VAL-S programs which have been compiled into an

intermediate form and then translated into dataflow machine code using

the methods described in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. This dataflow code was run

on a simulator lMorello, 1982; Kidman & Morello, 1984] for the University

of Manchester dataflow machine to produce the results shown in

Appendix D. The simulator has been described in Chapter 2. The

optimizations tested here are Common SWitching (or branch) node

Detection (CSTVD) and shareable Common Subexpression Detection

(CSD), the latter excluding the former. Programs were compiled using

different combinations of these optimizations. The first combination was

with all optimizations switched off in order to provide a basis for

comparison of the effectiveness of the subsequent optimizations. The

second combination applied only CSD and was performed only for the

larger examples. The third combination applied only CSWD while the

fourth applied both CSWD and CSD. The code generated from each

compilation \ryas run several times through the simulator with different

numbers of processors. In some cases, to provide further results, runs

were carried out where only the input data was changed.

Appendix D gives the results of the runs in detail. The size of the

generated static dataflow graph is indicated by gtl ing the total number of

nodes, with a breakdown giving the number of switching and duplicate

nodes. Execution speed is measured by the number of execution steps.

Figures relating to the token queue show the total number of tokens

generated and the average number per step, together \Mith the maximum

token queue size. For the matching store, the maximum and total
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number of tokens stored are given, followed by the proportion of executed

instructions which receive only one input token. A blank space in the

table indicates a result equal to that in the row above.

Finally, the maximum and average parallelism are given in terms of the

number of instructions executed in parallel. The maximum parallelism

gives the maximum number of instructions executed during the same

time step; the average parallelism gives the average number of

instructions executed per step, obtained by dividing the total number of

executed instructions by the number of time steps with "infinite"

processors, that is the minimum possible number of time steps. Note that

the average parallelism of a dataflow program defined in this way lGurd,

Kirkham & Watson, 19851 for an idealised simulated machine is a

property of the program and is not dependent upon the number of

processors. To obtain these measurements it is suffi.cient to execute the

program both with one processor and with a number of processors

greater than the maximum parallelism.

7.2 Examples

The frrst four example programs while trivial, are included to highlight

some of the basic effects in an environment which allows simple analysis.

The other examples show the effects of the optimizations in programs of

increasing complexity.

Examples 1-B

The first example shows three different versiorrs of a program to calculate

integer factorials, the different versions using iterative, recursive and

doubly recursive algorithms respectively. Figure 7.1 shows the dataflow

graph of Example 18 without and with optimization.
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Example 2 uses iteration to return the result of a real value raised to an

integral power.

Example 3 calculates the greatest common divisor of two integers, again

using an iterative method, which defines two loop variables o and å and

assigns them to the input parameters r and y. On each iteration, loop

variables are compared, with the larger of the two being reduced by their

difference, until they become equal. The algorithm has been deliberately

coded so that the expression ø-ó occurs four times, to demonstrate that

CSD will eliminate three computations of this expression, and each

occurrence of ø-b in the program will share the value from the one

calculation.

Example 4

This program accepts an integer parameter n (greater than one) and

calculates the ¿th number in the Fibonacci sequence. Another iterative

algorithm is used here to find the Fibonacci number by computing each

number in the sequence starting from the second.

Example 5

A simple algorithmic function is given in this example which sums the

elements of an array. An array A is defined and initialized using a forall

expression. The function sum is then called passing this array and its

array bounds as parameters. The CSE (hieh-low+l) I 2 wit}rín the

function suïL car:' be removed to save three arithmetic operations within

the static dataflow graph.

Example 6

This exarrrple is i¡rcluded to show the effect of optimizing a simple

program containing a common conditional expression. The example
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given is contrived to contain a common conditional expression which

calculates the absolute value of x1.

Example 7

This next example calculates the positive root of a quadratic equation, if it

exists. Two internal functions are defined to calculate the absolute value

and. the square root of a real parameter. Three versions of the example

are given. The first uses nested conditional expressions which allows the

expression b*b-4*a*c to be recognised as a CSE, the second version

defi.nes þ*þ-lxa*¿ in a let expression and the third re-orders the arms of

the conditional expression in the main function body. The aim here is to

again observe whether the optimizations used were effective, but also to

observe any change in results due to the different but semantically

equivalent coding.

Example 8

The well known quicksort algorithm lWirth, 1976] has been translated

into VAL-S in this example; it involves a large amount of array

manipulation. An array of length n is defined in the let expression in the

body of the main function and this is then sorted by calling the inner

function quick. Three empty arrays are defïned inside quick and the

initial array is split into these in such a way that middle contains all the

elements equal to BflowJ,left contains all the elements less than Bflowl,

and right contains all elements greater than B[Iow]. Quick is then called

recursively with the arrays left and righú and the results are

concatenated together to give the initiat array sorted in ascending order.

The program was run three times using an array of size ten as a test

example. First the elements of the array were provided in ascending

order so that no sorting was required, then the elements were provided in
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descending order to maximize t}re amount of sorting required and finally

they were given in random order.

Example 9

The next example is another array sorting program based upon the

insertion sort algorithm as defrned in lWirth, 1976]. The algorithm here

uses an iterative process rather than recursive function calls to sort the

array. Starting at the beginning of the array, each element is considered

in array index order and inserted into its correct position amongst the

elements already considered so that the array segment is in ascending

order. \Mhen completed, this new array is then returned as the result of

sorting the original array. Again three versions of the program 'ü/ere

created using a given test array of size ten in ascending, descending and

random orders.

Example 10

This next example [Ackerman, 1984] is a program which solves a

tridiagonal system of equations where the system is represented by an

NrN matrix where N must be 2**k-f , for k gteater than 2. Four vectors

are defined; D[I..N] contains the diagonal elements of the matrix, A[I..N]

contains the elements above the diagonal, B[I..N/ contains the elements

directly below the diagonal, and Rtl..Nl contains the right hand side of

the system. Note that alt vectors must be deflrned from 1..N to avoid

problems at the end points in the algorithm; also each vector is

considered to be cyclic orwrap around. Three versions of the program are

presented, the difference being that the first uses several let statements

whereas the second and third are rearranged to demonstrate that CSD is

equally efficient. The second version removes all let statements, causing

restructuring of the program in some instances; the third version only

removes let statements when restructuring is not required.
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Example 11

The periodic cyclic reduction algorithm coded in this example was again

obtained from another paper [Ackerman, 1984]. The program solves

certain second order differential equations in one dimension with

periodic boundary conditions. Note that the input data used was created to

ensure that the equations were solvable and the results easily verified.

Example 12

The sequencing problem lGillett, 1979] addressed in this example

considers n jobs waiting to be processed on two machines so that the total

elapsed time from the start of the first job on the first machine to the

completion of the nth job on the second machine is minimized. The

processing times of each job on each machine are known and each job is

processed on machine one before it is processed on machine two. Jobs

remain in strict order during processing so that when a job finishes on

machine one it must wait until the previous job has completed on

machine two before it may commence.

The frrst part of this example accepts ten jobs and determines the

sequence in which they must be processed through the two machines in

order to determine the shortest total elapsed time. The process of

d.etermining this sequence consists of placing all the jobs with the

shortest processing time on machine one at the beginning of the sequence

and those with the shortest processing time on machine two at the end of

the sequence. By applying this algorithm the sequence of processing for

the ten jobs given in the example is determined.

Example 13

An extension to example 12 is given here which uses the scheduling

sequence of jobs calculated in example L2 to determine the total elapsed
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time and the idle times for each machine. The same ten jobs are again

defrned here, along with the order calculated to minimize the total

elapsed time.

Example 14

This example deals with a queueing problem in which customers are

waiting for a service [Gillett, 1979]. The program is based on an infinite-

queue-infinite-source, multiple-server model and assumes that service is

provided on a first-come, first-served (FIFO) basis, that customers arrive

at random but at a constant average rate, and that the queueing system is

in a steady state. Parameters for the example include s, the number of

seryers, mu, tlne rate at which a Seryer provides service, and lømbdø, t}re

average arrival rate of customers. It is assumed that lambda is less than

mL¿*s.

The results produced by the example are I, the average number of

customers in the system, Iq, tlne average number of customers in the

queue, w, tlne average time a customer spends in the system, wq, t};:e

average time a customer spends in the queue, pn, t}re probability of n

customers being in the system at any point in time, pzero, the probability

that no customers are in the system, and ps, the probability of at least s

customers in the system.

The value of pzero is used in the calculation of each of the other results

and as such appears in many places. The values of / and Iq are used by

both w andwq.

The mathematical calculations involved in computing these results are

probably suffrciently complex for the programmer to calculate each of

these results in its own internal function or in a let statement. Again

three versions of this example are presented, the first simply calculates
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the results disregarding the relationships between them, the second is an

elegant modular program which functionalizes each computed result,

and the third version packages the calculation of each of the results into a

let statement, which in effect means that the programmer has factored

out the CSEs.

7.3 Measr¡rements of compilation times

In order to determine the overheads in performing these optimizations,

the internal clock on the VAX 711780 was used to measure the execution

time of both phases of the compilation process with the optimizations

turned on and then with them turned off. Table 7.1 gives the frgures

recorded for the compilation process of some of the test programs given in

Appendix C.

Although the compilation times given in Table 7.1 depend somewhat

upon other usage of the VAX machine, from the frgures produced, it is

apparent that the time involved in the creation and linking of extra triples

and dataflow nodes required in the unoptimized code far exceeds the

search time required in CSWD and CSD which reduces the number of

triples and nodes required. Multi-pass compilation, as used in this

compiler, is generally more expensive than single pass compilation but it

enables more efficient target code to be generated.
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Examole Prosram Optimization Setting Compilation Time (sec)

8A None

CS1VD

cs\ryD & csD

None

CS\ryD

csl\rD & csD

None

CSIVD

CSWD& CSD

None

CSWD

CSWD & CSD

None

cswD

cswD & csD

None

cswD

CSIVD & CSD

None

cswD

cswD & csD

None

cswD

CSIWD & CSD

22.67

9.87

9.57

Ð. I I

3.94

4.06

26.56

20.39

20.29

n.0s

21.09

20.2L

13.15

11.93

11.91

20.82

10.41

10.30

18.29

9.85

6.90

16.66

11.71

7.50

9A

104

108

11

L2

1g

144

Table 7.1 VAL-'S program compilation time (sec)
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8. DISCUSSION AI\TD CONCLUSIONS

8.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the significance of the results obtained for the example

programs described in the last chapter is discussed critically. Appendix

D gives the detailed results obtained from executing the compiled test

programs given in Appendix C on the simulator described in Chapter 2-

In what follows, these results are frrst analysed in some depth by

examining the effects of the optimizations described in Chapter 6; after

this there is a short general description of some further preliminary

investigations (on loop invariant removal) which were initiated but not

completed for reasons explained. Secondly, the results are compared with

other similar recently published work, and finally consideration is given

to the conclusions which can be drawn from the investigations desbribed

in this thesis. In the sections immediately below, some limitations of the

implementation and of the results from the simulated performance

figures are considered.

8.1.1 T irnitations of t'he implementation and testing

VAL-S, the subset of VAL defined in Chapter,S and implemented as part

of this project, is quite limited in the complexity of the data structures

which it includes. Record and union data types from the original

specification of VAL have been omitted, and only one-dimensional arrays

have been implemented. One effect of this is to limit the choice of available

test programs to those which can be written using the restricted data

types defined in VAL-S; this has also made it difficult to define large test

programs. Apart from the effects on multi'dimensional arrays, the

effects of the optimizations on stream t¡les, as defined in SISAL, would

enhance the results of this thesis. Thus the inclusion of more complex
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data structures in the language implemented is an obvious extension.

It should also be noted that to obtain efficient performance on the MDFM,

an average parallelism (number of executed instructions / number of

execution steps) of about 35 is required lGurd, Kirkham, 'Watson, tg85]; in

the execution of many of the test programs given in Appendix C this

figure is not achieved.

A less signifrcant limitation of the compiler concerns the representation

of the triple graph. As shown in Table 4.1t}re information associated with

each triple in the TG is stored in a Pascal record. It was convenient to

represent the TG of the entire program as an array of these records; this

limits the total size of the TG, as the array bounds must be specified in the

Pascal code constituting the compiler. In all examples considered in this

thesis, the total size of the TG was well within the limits set in the

compiler, but in larger examples, these limits may be reached. One way

to overcome this problem might be to represent the TG as a dynamically

created data structure such as a Pascal tinked list. A preferable approach

would be to take advantage of the modularity inherent in languages such

as VAL. As this language is free from side effects, each function module

could be compiled and translated into the target machine code

independently, providing the interface between functions could be

handled. In the case of the TG, storage of the PAR and RET triples used to

provide the interface between a function definition and its activations

would provide all that was needed to perform independent compilations of

separate function modules. This would greatly reduce the storage

requirements of the array representing the TG, as all that is stored are

function interfaces and the subgraph for the function module being

compiled. Similar considerations apply to the array used as temporary

storage for the dataflow graph. An alternative approach, further
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discussed in Section 8.4, would be to design and generate an intermediate

language rather than the triple graph structure.

8.1.2 Vatidity of simulated performance

A further important point of discussion involves the use of the Morello

simulator to generate the results given in Appendix D from the execution

of the test programs. As explained in Chapter 2, all results obtained are

from the simulation of an idealised machine and thus cannot be regarded

as an accurate reflection of the corresponding actual performance fi,gures

relating to the execution on a real machine. Rather these results are to be

interpreted as giving a general indication of performance which does,

however, provide some measures for comparison of the execution of

different program implementations. This is perhaps analogous to the

way theoretical ahalysis of a conventional program relates to

performance on real computers.

Despite its limitations, it should be noted that this kind of simulation has

been used a great deal at the University of Manchester lSargeant, 1981;

Gurd & Watson, 1983; Gurd, Kirkham & \Matson, 19851 and it has been

reported lGurd, 1985] to relate reasonably well to performance on the real

machine.

8.1.3 Generality of the intemediate foru

At the end of parsing (the first step of phase one), the triple graph

combined with the identifier table is a complete representationd l}rL.,
original source language program. In this form the programrnremains

suitable for execution on any kind of target machine. It is not until step

two of phase one, when BRANCH triples and user lists are inserted into

the TG, that it becomes specialized for execution on a dataflow machine.
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Furthermore, it is not until phase two, when the actual target machine

language is generated, that the program is specialized for execution on

the MDFM. Thus the front end of the compiler, including the

optimizations described in Chapter 6, is largely target language

independent. As the compiler uses recursive descent, it is inherently

source language dependent, but the principles used in the source

language analysis are applicable at least to any LL(1)1 dataflow language.

8.1.4 Completeness of cornrnon subexpression detection and elimination

The only common subexpressions not detected by the techniques described

in this thesis are complete loop subexpressions and CSEs where there are

occuïTences both inside and outside of a loop. The sharing of CSEs where

the ECs are compatible is otherwise complete. The selection rules given in

Chapter 6 defrne the compatibility of ECs of two CSEs under the

requirements for a clean implementation as defined in Chapter 1.

Another optimization, discussed in Section 8.3, is that of loop invariant

removal, which consists of removing constant subexpressions from

within loops for execution once outside of the loop. This promotion of

subexpressions outside of loops may also lead to further possibilities for

sharing CSEs. This has not been implemented but is discussed in more

detail in Section 8.3. Thus only CSEs all of which appear inside a loop or

all of which appear outside of a loop are shared in the current

implementation.

8.2 Discussion of rqsults

The following discussion analyses the results shown in Appendix D in

t¡rder Lo identify some general conclusions. The size of the static dataflow

lSee Gries t19?11 fo¡ the definition of this type of language.
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graph is considered by looking at the numbers of dataflow nodes in the

target progïam, and the number of execution steps required to execute a

program on the simulator gives a measure of the execution time of a

program. The token traffic through the system is measured by the figures

given for the token queue and matching store showing the total tokens,

maximum tokens and the average calculated as tokens per step. The

bypass ratio is a measure of the tokens bypassing the matching store. As

a measure of the parallelism of the program the average number of

processes executing in one step is calculated. This is calculated by

dividing the total number of operations by the number of execution steps

with "infinite" processors, namely the minimum number of steps.

Of course, in a dataflow machine, the number of available processors will

affect execution time. The results were produced using 1, 10 and 100

processors in most cases. The number of execution steps using one

processor gives the total number of single instructions executed, which is

used in the calculation of the bypass ratio and average parallelism. Ten

processors is considered a realistic number for the current real machine,

so these runs are considered in more detail than the others. One hundred

processors were used to obtain results in which the maximum number of

processors used in any one step did not exceed the number available. This

produced the minimum number of steps in which the program could

execute and this figure was used to calculate the average parallelism. If

more than one hundred processors \{¡aS required, a run with a maximum

of five hundred was carried out.

8.21 Static dataflow graph size

The numbers in the column under "dataflow nodes" given in the tables in

Appendix D, relate to the size of the dataflow graph generated as target
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code by the compiler. The first of these columns gives the total number of

nodes in the graph; the subsequent columns give the number of switching

nodes and duplicate nodes respectively. Table 8.1 summarises the effects

of CSD and CSWD on these figures for the larger test examples numbered

from 8 to 14. The first, second and fourth columns of figures, respectively,

show the percent reductio¿s in the total number of nodes in the dataflow

graphs \{rith respect to the unoptimized form when CSD, CSWD and when

both CSD and CSWD are applied. The third column shows the further

percent reduction with respect to CSTWD, when CSD is applied, that is, the

percent reduction between columns 4 and 2. Note that as the different

versions of examples 8 and 9 differ only in the input artay used for

sorting, the effects of optimizations on graph sizes in these examples are

very similar and have been averaged.

EXAMOIE CSD CSIVD CSD WTt CSWD CSD & CSWD

8

I
104

108

10c

11

L2

13

L4A

148

t4c

2I

27

6

18

19

2

I
57

67

8

26

68

45

32

35

35

19

64

õt

4l

27

39

13

10

4

13

13

46

62

6

20

1

4

72

51

35

43

44

20

65

77

78

31

51

Table 8.1 Percent deæases in nr¡mber of dataflow nodes

In every example considered, CSD and CSWD each individually reduced

the total number of dataflow nodes and further reductions were usually

recorded when both were applied. One way t¡f isolating the separate

contribution of CSD to the total effect, is by relating the net effect of CSD
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and CSWD to that of CSWD alone; it generally caused a further reduction

in the total number of nodes required. However, in most examples, the

number of switching nodes increased slightly when CSD was applied. To

explain why this occurred, some very simple examples are now

considered in more detail.

The three versions of example 1 all calculate the factorial of an integral

parameter, but in different ways. The effect of CSWD and CSD on versions

A and B was similar, with the same reductions in the number of BRA

and DUP nodes and one less arithmetic operation. Although CSD

decreased the number of arithmetic operations by one, it also increased

the number of BRA nodes by one, thus maintaining the total number of

d.ataflow nodes. This is explained as follows (see also Figure 7.1). The

variable j in version B occurs three times in the arrns of the conditional,

so that without optimization three switching nodes are required. With

CSWD, only one switching node for i is necessary as all three switched

uses of j can share the one BRA node. However, when CSD is also

applied, although the CSE i-l is calculated once only, an extra switching

nod.e is needed to switch i-I. Optimizations performed on version A have

a similar effect on the CSE ó-l.

In this example, and in many others, the number of switching nodes

increases when both optimizations are applied compared with CSWD

only, because the promotion of the CSE outside of the conditional

expression does not reduce the number of inputs to the arms of the

conditional. However, in practice, in larger examples, the overall effect

on execution time was not found to be counter productive.

The opüiurizations discussed usually reduced the number of duplicatc

nodes considerably; in only one small example (2), is the number of
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duplicate nodes increased, again due to the input requirements of an

extra branch node when CSD is applied. Example 2 is another simple

program in which CSWD is effective in reducing the number of BRA

nodes and consequently also the number of DUP nodes. The static

dataflow graph size is almost halved by this optimization alone. The effect

of CSD on the one CSE (cl2) is similar to the effects explained in the first

two versions of example 1, where the promotion of a CSE outside of a

conditional expression leads to an extra BRA node being required, in

place of the arithmetic operation (c l2) removed in CSD. Ilowever, in this

example, an extra DUP node is also required to supply the boolean value

to this new BRA node, and the total number of nodes is actually increased

by one when CSD and CSWD are applied together' compared with CSWD

alone.

In summary, CS'WD and CSD cause a substantial reduction in the size of

the target program. In Sections 8.2.3 and 8.2.4, the effect on its execution

characteristics is considered.

8.2.2 Inherent parallelism of target programs

The average parallelism of each test program, calculated as described in

Section 8.2, is shown in the last column of results in Appendix D. The

average parallelism is an inherent property of each program and the

time to execute a program is dependent upon its inherent parallelism.

However, in most programs considered, the average parallelism is

decreased when CSD and CSWD are applied. Despite this, program

execution time is decreased by the optimizations, as discussed in the next

section. As already observed, CSD and CSWD lead to a dramatic decrease

in graph size which worrld account for the lower average parallelism.

However, in some examples, when CSD and CSWD are applied, the
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parallelism increases with respect to that for CS\MD alone. The reason for

this is not clear but it may be related to an increase in the number of

BRANCH nodes in the dataflow graph because of the promotion of CSEs

from within conditional expressions as described in the next section.

8.23 Execution time

The number of execution steps in the simulated execution is taken as a

measure for execution time. Table 8.2, in a similar format to Table 8.1,

shows, for the larger examples, the percent reduction in the number of

execution steps in the optimized forms compared with the unoptimized

form. Note that all of these particular results are obtained for runs using

a maximum of ten processors, except the figures in brackets which refer

to execution with one processor. The final column shows the percentage

reduction in execution steps from applying both CSD and CSWD. The

large reduction in execution steps obtained for example 144 is artificial

because the program was coded deliberately in an unreadable form

without the use of let statements, to illustrate the effects of CSD in such a

case. Ignoring this example, the average reduction in execution steps is

about 20Vo for CSD alone, 50Vo for CSWD, and 60Vo wb'en both CS\MD and

CSD are applied.

Looking at the results in more detail, it can be seen that CS\MD alone

produces reductions in the number of execution steps in all examples

considered, ranging in the larger programs from 27Vo to 77Vo. The effects

of CSD on the number of execution steps are much more variable from

program to program with a maximum reduction of more than 50Vo; ín a

few of the smaller examples, CSD actually increases this value slightly.

Again the smaller examples give insight into the reasons for this effect.

In example 1, despite the extra switching nodes required, the overall
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effect of the CSE promotion is to decrease the number of steps taken to

execute the program. In example 2 however, with 2 processors the

number of execution steps actually increases When CSD and CSWD are

both applied compared with CSWD alone; this is the example discussed

earlier in which there is an increase in the number of BRA and DUP

nodes by one. Note that the low reduction recorded for CSD in Example 11

is due to very few shareable CSEs occurring in the source code.

The reduction from CSD alone in execution steps \\rith one processor is

generally slightly greater than with ten processors. This is because the

parallelism of the programs is reduced by CSD, simply because the

programs are so much smaller.

Example CSD CS\¡/D CSD w¡t CSWD CSD & CSWD

8A

8B

8C

9A

98

9C

104

10B

10c

11

L2

13

144

148

L4C

74

74

77

45

46

45

36

40

40

27

64

67

61

49

52

11

t2

12

-1

25

20

3

13

13

0

2

24

56

0

8

77

77

80

44

59

bb

38

48

48

27

64

75

83

49

56

28 (28)

28 (2s)

28 (27)

2L (24)

33 (35)

31 (33)

6 (6)

2L (2t)

2t (2L)

0.2 (0.5)

14 (15)

55 (58)

70 (73)

0.6 (0.6)

23 (27)

Table 82 Percent deæases in nr¡mber of execartion ste¡x

with 10 pnocessots (1 Processor)
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82.4 Tokenhffic

In a conventional Von Neumann computer, execution time and use of

storage are two of the main machine resources used by an executing

program. Often in a conventional program a reduction in the execution

time can be achieved at the expense of increasing the storage

requirements and vice versa. In a real dataflow machine, the number of

tokens generated and flowing through the system may affect the

execution time; in the MDFM, the matching store, for example, proved to

be a bottleneck [Gurd, Kirkham & Watson, 1985], because tokens were

held there awaiting matching. Thus in considering the number of

simulated execution steps, it is important to consider the effect on token

traffic of the optimizations introduced. Note that the term tohen trøffic is

used in a general way to indicate the generation and flow of tokens

through the machine at execution time. Clearly a reduction in token

traffic is desirable, other execution characteristics being equal.

As a crude measure, the throughput or token traffic passing through the

token queue and matching store are examined. The maximum number of

tokens in each of these units at any one time and the total number of

tokens passing through them is given for examples executed by the

simulator. Again, Table 8.3 gives a summarized form of the more

detailed results from Appendix D, for the percentage reductions in the

total number and the maximum number of tokens passing through the

token queue. Although the absolute figures given in Appendix D are

d.ependent upon the input data used in the simulation (as are the absolute

frgures for the number of execution steps discussed in the last section),

the percent decreases between the different optimization settings remain

constant for most programs when the input data is varied. 'Where the

input data does affect the percentage changes' as in the array sorting
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progïams, results are shown for different sets of input data. Of course the

total number of tokens generated during program execution is

independent of the number of processing units used.

Examole

8A

8B

8C

9A

98

9C

104

108

10c

11

T2

13

14^A'

148

14c

CSWD

total max

81 86

81 86

81 87

56 67

55 54

55 54

40 33

43 28

43 20

31 43

72 67

71 70

64 53

62 47

61 50

CSD vrrt CSWD

total max

L42
L45
L2 T4

-4 -39

2L0
L70
316
13 39

13 43

00
2L4
27 32

67 67

-40
16 t7

CSD & CSWD

total max

84 87

83 87

84 89

54 55

65 54

63 54

4L 44

50 57

51 54

31 43

73 71

79 80

88 85

50 47

68 58

CSD

total

29

30

28

24

34

33

6

20

2L

0

15

57

74

ò

30

max

34

36

26

33

32

32

t7

30

28

5

-3

61

74

-2

33

Table 8.3 Percent decreases in total and maximr¡m mrmberìs

of tokens i¡rthe tolrenqueue

Changes in total and maximum numbers of tokens through the

matching store are similar to the changes in the token queue; this is

because the bypass ratio (discussed in the next section) is relatively stable.

As would be expected from observations of graph size and execution steps,

the application of CSWD and CSD decreases the total number of tokens

generated by a considerable amount; the average reduction for all

programs is approximately 63Vo. While CSWD alone always decreases the

total number of tokens generated, when the effect of CSD is considered
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'¡/ith respect to CSWD, in a few cases, a small increase occurrs; 94, for

example, in which an initially sorted array is "sorted" using the

quicksort algorithm, the total tokens increases. As explained previously,

the promotion of CSEs outside of the boolean condition in which they

occur textually can increase the number of BRANCH nodes required. It

so happens in this example, that a section of code in which this happens

is repeatedly executed for the case where the array is initially in

ascending order - the sorting part of the code is never executed. Thus

BRANCH nodes absorbed the unused tokens and as more BRANCH nodes

are executed, more tokens are generated. In versions B and C, when the

sorting part of the code is executed, the effects of eliminating CSEs by

promoting them in this fashion, is fully utilized thus decreasing the

number of tokens. If the results from Examples 1 and 2 ate examined

again (see Appendix D), it can be seen that the extra BRANCH nodes

inadvertently introduced by CSD, results in extra token generation. The

other examples exhibiting small decreases in numbers of tokens when

CSD is applied contain very few CSEs.

Similar decreases are apparent in the maximum number of tokens in the

token queue, the average reduction being 647o overall. However, the

maximum figure for individual programs sometimes decreases by more

(for example 8C) and sometimes by less than the total (for example gC). In

one example, 94, CSD has a seemingly marked counter productive effect

on the maximum number of tokens. This is again the example discussed

above and the effect is not significant because the maximum figure is low,

so a small change represents a relatively large percentage difference.

In some examples, the slight increase in maximum tokens in the token

queue when CSD is applied seemed to be due to a chance rearrangement

of the dataflow graph in programs where there are few common
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subexpressions.

82.5 Blpass ratio

The bypass ratio lGurd, Kirkham &'Watson, 1985] is defined as the ratio

of those tokens used by single operand instructions (which bypass the

matching store in the MDFM), to those which must be paired up in the

matching store for use by two operand instructions. As this value shows

the proportion of all tokens which bypass the matching store, it gives an

indication of the potential bottleneck which can occur at the matching

store. Obviously the higher the bypass ratio, the less tokens will enter the

matching store. In general, reducing the number of BRANCH nodes will

increase the bypass ratio, but reducing the number of duplicate nodes will

decrease it; in practice, CSWD tended to increase the bypass ratio and

hence improve the program þerformance in this regard. The effect of CSD

on the bypass ratio depends upon the operations involved in the CSEs

eliminated. As extra BRANCH nodes are introduced as a result of CSD,

the bypass ratio sometimes tended to increase, as highlighted by the

results from the smaller examples.

Overall the results from applying the optimizations produced no marked

trend in the bypass ratio, for in some examples it was increased, in others

decreased. The measure rvas recorded as low as 0.37 and as high as 0.67,

with percentage changes ranging from a decrease of ITVo to an increase

of tBVo.

8.3 Loop Ilrvariants

A related optimization technique considered in this project was that of

loop invariant removal. This is the process of finding expressions within

VAL-S for-iter loops which evaluate to constant values for each iteration
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cycle of the loop. The basic idea is that each such expression is moved

outside of the loop, evaluated once, and this value passed into the loop

where it must be circulated. As described in Chapter 4, for each

expression calculated inside a loop there is considerable overhead

associated $¡ith circulating the values input to the expression for each

iteration cycle. The idea behind loop invariant removal is to avoid the

repeated computation of a constant expression and also to reduce the

number of values being circulated.

Conditional expressions appearing inside loops can also be invariant. For

a conditional expression to be invariant inside a loop, each part of the

conditional must itself be invariant. The boolean test condition is handled

in the same way as a simple expression. However, the THEN and ELSE

arms can only be evaluated outside of the loop if the boolean test

expression is also evaluated outside of the loop. This can be generalized to

nested conditionals, so that øny invariant expression can be evaluated

outside of the loop, providing that the last condition in the execution

condition (defined in Chapter 4) is calculated outside of the loop.

Function calls within loops can also be invariant. If the actual

parameters are all invariant and the function call is only switched

through invariant boolean test expressions then the call is invariant and

may be evaluated outside of a loop. Similarly, array select and append

operations may be performed outside of a loop if the attay and the

expression giving the index value are invariant, and for appends, the

expression giving the value for the new atray element is invariant.

Again, the last condition in the execution condition must be calculated

outside of the loop.
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8.3.1 Experimental findirrgÞ

Initial results from test programs showed that removing invariant

expressions from inside loops caused the execution time to increase in

many examples. The size of the dataflow graph often increased as well as

the number of tokens in the token queue and matching store. This can be

attributed to the relatively high overheads associated with executing loops

on the MDFM. The tagged token model inherently requires the execution

of many non-productive operations in order to process the tags used to

distinguish tokens circulating around a loop. The process of removing

invariant expressions from within loops often increased this overhead

thus resulting in the deteriorated performance. The circumstances

leading to this undesirable effect are explained in the next section.

8.&2 Explanation

As described above, the process of identifnng invariant expressions

within loops and evaluating them outside of the loop often produced

undesirable results. To explain *hy, consider the following example

containing two identifiers P and Q which are defined outside of the for-

iter loop construct but used within it:

P,Q : integer:= 1, 2

for i:integer:=1
ö

if i<=n tlren
iter i:= i+1 enditer

else
(P+Q) * i

endif
endfor

The expression P+Q is invariant inside the loop so this expression may be
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evaluated outside of the loop and its value passed into the loop. In this

example it can be seen that the two aims, firstly to evaluate the invariant

expression P+Q once only, and secondly, to decrease the number of data

values that need circulating, are both achieved. However, a problem

arises when P ot Q are involved in other expressions. If, for example, the

expression P-Q, which is also invariant, were required, then the

expressions P+Q and P-Q would both require circulating. Thus the

number of data tokens that need circulating would remain the same. It

can now be seen that the number of expressions in which P and Q arc

involved will determine how many data tokens need circulating. In fact,

if P or Q are involved in expressions with loop variables,'which are

therefore not invariant, then the values of P or Q themselves will still

require circulating. So from a possible two identifiers that must be

circulated, if P or Q appear N times in expressions within a loop, there

may be as many as N data tokens which require circulating.

This is not as bad as might frrst be thought, as circulation of all data

values may be done in parallel, so the effective number of steps in the loop

still decreases after the first iteration, as the invariant expressions do not

need re-evaluation. Another point worth noting is that if P and Q ate

involved in many invariant expressions, several duplicate nodes will be

required to provide copies of the data values represented by P and Q for

each expression in which they occur. If loop invariant removal is

employed, then this duplication can be done once outside of the loop

instead of inside the loop during each iteration cycle. However, as

indicated above, preliminary results were not promising and the

implementation was not carried through to completion.
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8.4 Comparison with otlrer recent sirnilar work

During the course of this project, related research has been carried out at

other institutions lAckerman, 1984; Bohm & Sargeant, 1985; Herath, 1985;

Webb, Whiting & Pascoe, 19881, the work most closely related being done

at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in California as reported

recently by Skedzielewski and Welcome t19851. This latter research

involved translating dataflow programs written in SISAL [McGraw et al,

19841 (which was derived from VAL) into an intermediate code called IF1

lskedzielewski & Glauert, 1984]. IF1 was designed as an intermediate

language that could be targeted by different compilers for applicative

languages. It is a hierachical graphical language, each graph consisting

of nodes connected by edges. Nodes can either be simple or compound;

simple nodes usually have a frxed number of inputs and outputs

connected to edges, such as those representing arithmetic operations,

while compound nodes represent more complex structures such as loops

or conditional selections, which can themselves be broken down into

subgraphs. Edges represent data values which are passed between nodes

and specify data dependencies. They also contain source node and

destination node information.

Thus a node combined \r'ith the edges which specify it as the destination

node, corresponds to a triple of the triple graph (defrned in Chaptet 4)

whose operation is the same as the node and whose operands contain

similar information to the edges. Just as with the triple graph, IF1

specifies links from operations (nodes) to operands (edges). As pointed out

in Chapter 4, dataflow code for the MDFM does not specify these links,

(rather the links in dataflow code are from operations to users) which are

required to efficiently perform the optimizations considered. In cr¡nLrasL

to the optimizations described in Chapter 6, which are performed on the
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fly when creating the triple graph from VAL source code, all

optimizations performed by Skedzielewski and Welcome are done on the

IF1 code after it has been created from the SISAL source code. The

optimizations they considered included common subexpression detection

and loop invariant removal.

The basic unit for CSE detection and sharing in the translation of

conventional languages is a basic block, consisting of a sequence of

statements not containing branches. In IF1, the basic unit of analysis

consists of a graph; a graph extends further than a basic block as it may

contain statements from the block, both before and after a branch.

Shareable CSEs detected in such a graph correspond to those detected

using only rules (1) and (6) from the selection nrles in Chapter 6. It has

been possible in our work to share more CSEs because the target machine

is specifically dataflow.

Direct comparison of the results produced by Skedzielewski and Welcome

with those in this thesis is difficult without using the same test

programs. The static results given by Skedzielewski and Welcome refer to

the reduction in the number of nodes at the innermost level of nesting;

they are not, therefore, directly comparable \Mith our figures. However, it

seems appropriate to compare their reduction in execution time with our

figures for CSD alone, even though CSD is more comprehensive than

their common subexpression detection and sharing. From the three

example programs for which dynamic results \Mere given by

Skedzielewski and Welcome, the overall reductions in nodes executed for

"CSE + Loop" (which is equivalent to rules (1) and (6) from Chapter 6)

were 24Vo, SOVo and 27Vo on an IF1 interpreter. Note that our results given

in Table 8.2 refer to execution on a dataflow simulator with ten

processors, but the frgures in brackets which are similar, are from
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execution with one processor. The differences in implementation make it

difficult to draw meaningful comparisons but it is clear that the IF1

results are in the same range as our results. As noted earlier, our CSD

results were very variable from proglam to program.

It was also noted by Skedzielewski and Welcome that in a tagged token

dataflow model, during the process of promoting invariant expressions

outside of a loop, if the number of inputs to a loop increases, the overheads

in circulating the extra data tokens may be more expensive than re-

evaluating the invariant expressions on each iteration of the loop. This is

precisely the conclusion drawn from preliminary experiments performed

in our project.

8.5 Conclusions

Pure dataflow graphs of the kind involved in this project, automatically

allow fine grained parallelism at the operation level to be exploited, at the

expense of executing many non-productive operations. For example, the

graph of Example 2 described in the last chapter, consists of 64 nodes,

only 7 of which perform productive calculations. Therefore, it is apparent

that it is particularly important to reduce the overheads incurred by the

high proportion of non-productive operations in dataflow programs by

optimizing the target code.

Programs represented by dataflow graphs have some unpredictable

characteristics. An example of their unpredictable nature v/as indicated

in Section 5.3; while a balanced binary tree of duplicate nodes would

appear to be the optimal pattern for implementing multiple duplications,

in practice, for small programs, at least, this was not always so Uones,

Kidman & MoreIIo, 19851. Likewise, as explained in Chapter 1, one might

intuitively expect CSE elimination to have little effect upon dataflow
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progïam execution time, whereas in practice, it has proved to be quite

effective in reducing the execution time of most programs. It is, therefore,

important to thoroughly test the effects of any optimizations applied to

dataflow programs. Note that when this project was started, no studies at

all of the kind undertaken had been reported.

As discussed above, CSD as implemented was almost complete; the

removal and subsequent sharing of subexpressions from within loops

was omitted from the implementation, because in practice it was often

counter productive, as discussed in Section 8.3. The removal of a CSE

from within a conditional expression for sharing with an occurrence

outside of the conditional sometimes increased the number of branch

nodes required; this occasionally resulted in a slightly counter productive

effect on execution characteristics. The three versions of Example g,

differing only in the array data processed, highlight this point. CSD was

highly effective for 9B and 9C but counter productive for 94. Thus it would

seem that the occasional counter productive effect of CSD is a peculiarity

of dataflow programs, which must be tolerated.

The applicative nature of dataflow languages renders them ideal for

common subexpression elimination, including the extension to sharing

of certain subexpressions both from inside and outside of conditional

expressions. Intuitively it may seem that elimination of CSEs would have

little effect upon the execution time of a dataflo\¡/ program as CSEs can be

evaluated in parallel. However, in every example, CSD and CSWD caused

remarkable decreases in static dataflow graph size, program execution

time (measured by the number of exection steps), and token traffrc

(measured by total and maximum numbers of tokens in the token queue).

The results produced demonstrate that CSWD is essential in any

production compiler for dataflow languages; CSD alone also produced
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significant improvements in performance in almost all programs. Note

that the comprehensive implementation of CSD described in this thesis

was managed by extending the analysis required for CSWD; it is more

comprehensive than any other implementation reported in the literature.

While investigations in this project demonstrate the effectiveness of CSD

in the dataflow environment, in principle, the sharing of CSEs as defined

by CSD should also apply to any applicative language.
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APPEF\TDD( d Dataflow insfurrctioÍ set

Key: IT = integer
RL - real
BL = boolean

LHV - left hand value

Left Right

ADI
SBI

MLI
DVI
DIV
MOD
REM

ADF
SBF

MLF
DVF

FIX
FT.,O

AND
IOR
XOR
NOT

CEQ

CGE

CGT
CLE

CLT

any
any
any
any
any

same

same

same
same
same

integer addition
integer subtraction
integer multiplication
integer division (real)

(integer)

integer modulo

integer remainder

Compare =

compare >-
compare >

Compare (=
compare <

IT
IT
IT
IT
IT
IT
IT

IT
IT
IT
IT
IT
IT
IT

IT
IT
IT
RL
IT
IT
IT

real addition
real subtraction
real multiplication
real division

translate real to integer RL
translate integer to real IT

logical AND
logical inclusive OR

logical exclusive OR

logical NOT

RL
RL
RL
RL

RL
RL
RL
RL

RL
RL
RL
RL

NEG integer/real negation IT/RL IT/RL

IT
RL

BL
BL
BL
BL

BL

BL
BL
BL
BL

BL
BL
BL

BL
BL

BL
BL
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Left Right

BRA
DUP

GEN
KIL
PLF

SLK
RET

GAN
YAN
SAN

YIL
SIL
IIL
ZTL

YIX
SIX
IAD
ISB

branch or switch
duplicate
generate literal
kill token

proliferate

yield iteration level

Set iteration level
increase iteration level

zero iteration level

yield index

set index
add to index
subtract from index

compare index =
compare index >

compare index >=

compare index <

compare index <=

any
any

any
any

any

any

any
any
any

any

any
any
any

any
any
any
any
any

Trigger

IT

Address
Context

LHV
LHV
LHV
none

LHV

Context
LHV

BL

set return link IT
return from function any

generate activation name any

yield activation name any

set activation name any IT

IT
IT
LHV

IT
LHV
LHV
LHV

IT
LHV
LHV
LHV

Arcay/
element
Arrayl
element
Array

IEQ
IGT
IGE
ILT
ILE

IT

IT
IT
IT

IT
IT
IT
IT
IT

BL
BL
BL
BL
BL

SEL select array element ArraY IT

Ð(T extract array element ArraY IT

SEQ sequence array elmnts ArraY
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APPENDD( B. Slmtax diagrarns forVAL-S

Eunctlon l,lodule

tunctlon g..d.r

Forvard FunctLon DefinltLon

Type Spec:fl.catloî

FWCT ION Func. D.f!.
FuncÈ 1on lunctlon

udul.
E¡pr€!rìon ENDFW

Funcllon tonal lylr stsc rulUUS Îf stsc

FORN FWEION FuncÈ1on
E.åù!

EXDruì

TFâ SFcNY

uÆ

INTECER

ru!N
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Erpre!51on (ar1ty 1)

PrIn¡ry

PrhùY

Exp!.t ! lon Expr.6.1ôn

Expr.¡á1on

R.LåÈtoh¡l

Àdd1ng

Exp!€s61on
MÙ Exprerslon

Unâ!Y Exp!.i5lon

Ery!6s8lon
Forall

Exp!o6!1on

h!
EDrê!s lon

condtl 1oñaI

EraY

Eætê6s1on

Pr.flx )Ê4ros510n

PrhüY ExPr.rt 10n

FuncÈ1on EÞr€3r1on

Nil.
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condttLonal ExPre!slon

Àrray Gen.râtor

(NeH ü!ay)

f,et Expreaslon

¡'o!-Iter ExPr.t!1on

Itoratlon ExPr.rtlo¡

Forall ExPres!1on

IÈ.!aÈ1o¡
ENDl T

Ê!SEIF IAEN
IÈslaÈ1on E4

IF E4rs!e1oì IieÌa!1on
TAEN

Prhey

illay)(Exl!t

Exp.ot31ôn Eryr.ss lon

lET INDofinlllon Exprèsá1on EXDIEA

rcR æ0.fln1t ron
ENDFOR

It.r¡t1on ExP

ITER EÞ!.s31on ENDITE¡

krgê
EV&

ENDEI

CONSTRUCT Eærâse lon

D6flntÈ 1on

FOWI IN Eæ¡ê€s 1on
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Dcclrratl,gn

Decl¡r¡tlon / Dcfl.¡l.t1on

HuItl,pl. D.flnl'tloD

D.fl.nl,tIon

!{.89. OP.rÂtol

v¡lua Ndo ltTr. sp.c
Veluo Ndc ¿ryrarrlo¡

EDlosrlon

5u lr lPl.
D.flnlÈ,!ên

D.f1nl.!1on

HIX

HÐ(

o¡

ND

TIES

PIUS
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¡

i

.¡
I

¡

..i

i

i

i
I
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Itnary Op.râtor, Àddl¡E oP.!at'o!

Mu].tlplylng op.!.tor

Ptefl,x ¡¡æc

R.1¡t1oraJ, OpcrrtoE

CoDstant

i:)

I
i

i

ÀMY.FI11

l¡sY-ÐD¡

MY-ÐDE

MY-SET!

À¡tlf-s r rE

ÃMY.lIME

AMY-! IËL

EE

¡ìlEGEI

bâI
ilub.r

I¡È agar
f,hh!

muY-tPlY

T[58

TRUE
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APPE\TDD( C. VAL-'S TEST PROGRAII{S¡

E:nrnple 1

Function: To calculate the factorial of an integer parameter

Version,{: Iterative ve¡sion

Voinputdata: i=12
7a output data: 479001600

function factl ( i : integer retums integer )
for a, b : integer := 1, i
&

if b-1> 0 then
iter a:= a*b;

b:=b-Li
enditer

else
a

endif
endfor

endfirn

Version B: Recursive version

Voinputdata: i=12
Vo ottLpwt data: 479001600

function fact2 (i : integer retums integer )
if i-1= 0 then

i
else

fact? ( i-l ) '¡ i
endif

endfun

Version C: Doubly recursive version

ToinPutdata: i=1,i=12
7o output data: 479001600

function factÍ| ( i, j : integer retr¡ms integer )
if i=j then

i
else

facti| ( i, ( i+j ) /Z¡ * facfi| ( ( i+j ) i 2 + t, j)
endif

endfun
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F'-arnple 2

F.=srnple 3

Function: To calculate the value of x raised to the pov/er y

Vo input fl¿f¿: x=2.5, Y=10
% output data: 9536.743

function expXY ( x : real;y : integer retr¡ns real )

for a, b : real ¡= 1.0, xi
c : integer := y

ö
if c>0then

ifc=c/2*2tJren
iter c;= el2;

b:- b*lq
enditer

else
iter a:= a*b;

C:= C-1;

enditen
endif

else
a

endif
endfor

endfun

Function: To calculate the gteatest common divisor of two integers.

7o inpwt data: x=433329, y=1L7
Tooutputdata: 39

function gcd ( x, y : integer netums integer )
for a, b : integer := X: y
ö

if a-b :0 tlren
ifa-b<0then

iter b:= - ( a-b );
enditcr

else
iter a:= a-b;
enditer

endif
else

a
endif

endfor
endfun
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F=ârnFle 4

Ft-nYnFle 5

Function: To calculate the nth number in the Fibonacci sequence.

Voinputdata: n=25
Vo output data: 46368

function nfib ( n : integer retums integer )

for fl, f2, count: integer:= 0, 1, 1
ö

if countcnthen
iter fl, f2 := f2, f1'+f2;

count:= count+l
enditcn

else
f1

endif
endfor

endfun

Function: Returns the sum of the elements of an array.

Voinpwtdata: n=10
7o outptatdatal. 220

function test ( n : integer retums integer )

function sum ( A : array[integerl; low,high : integer
retums integer )

if low = high then
AItow]

else
sum( A, low, ( high+]ow-l ) / 2 )
+ sum ( A, ( high+low-l) /2+l,high )

endif
endfun

let A : array Iinteger] :=forall i in [ 1, n J

construct i*2
en¡lall

in
sum(4, 1,n)

endlet
endfun
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F:nrnplê 6

f\.:alnple 7

Function: Contrived example to contain a common conditional expression'

Vo input data: x=10, y=11
Vo output dat¿: 132

function root (x, y : integer retuns integer)
let )OÇ YY: integer:= if x>Y then x-y else y-x endif + x,

if *>y then x-y else Y-x endif + Y

in
XX+YY

endlet
endfun

Function: To calculate the positive root of a quadratic equation.

Vo input data: a=1.0, b=-5.0, c=6.0
Vo output data: 3.0

func{ion root (a, b, c : real retums real)

function absolute ( y : real nettrms real )
if y >= 0.0 then

v
else

-v
endif

endfr¡n

function sqrt ( x, eps : real retr¡rns real )
for sroot : real := x / 2.0 do

if absolute ( sroot*sroot-x ) > eps then
it€r

sroot := sroot/ 2.0 + x / 2.0 I sroot
enditer

else
sroot

endif
endfor

endfr¡n

ICont.]
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Vereion A

Vo root function body

if a -= 0.0 tlren
if b*b-4.0+a+c > 0.0 then

( -b+sqrt ( b*b-4.O+a*c, 0.0001 )) / ( 2.0*a )
elseif þ*þ-{.Q*¿*s = 0.0 then

-b / (2.0*a)
else

0.0
endif

else
-clb

, endif
endfun

VereionB

7o root function body

let del : integer ;= þ*þ{.Q+¿*g
in

lf a -= 0.0 then
if del > 0.0 then

( -b+sqrt ( del, 0.0001 )) / ( 2.0+a )
elseif del = 0.0 then

_b/(2.0+a)
else

0.0
endif

else
-clb

endif
endlet

endfr¡n

Version C

?o lootfunction body

if a=0.0 then
-clb

elseif þ+þ-{.Q*¿*ç < 0.0 then
0.0

elseif þ*þ-{.Q*¿*s = 0.0 then
-b/(2.0+a)

else
( -b+sqrt ( b+b-4.O*a*c, 0.0001 )) / ( 2.0*a )

endif
endft¡n
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Fa.vnnrpL g

Function: To sort an array using a quicksort algorithm

Voinputdata: n=10
7a output data: Version A:

Version B:
Version C:

12,4,6, 8, r0, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20 l,
10,2, 4,6, 8, 10, 72, L4, 16, 18 l
10,r,2,3,4,5,6, 7, 8, 9l

function sort ( n : integer netr¡ns array I integer J )

function quick ( B : array I integer ];low, high : integer
retums array I integer J )

for left, right, middle : array I integer ] :=

array-empty I integer l, array-empty I integer ],
array-empty I integer J;

i, j : integer := low, high
ò

if low = high then
array-addh ( middle, B I low ] )

elseif i>j then
if array-size ( left, ) = 0 then

middle I I quick ( right, array-liml (right),
array-limh (right) )

elseif array-size ( right ) = 0 then
quick ( left, arraY-liml (left),

anay-limh (Ieft) ) I I middle
else

. quick( left, arraY-liml (left),
array-limh (left) ) I I middle I I

quick( right, array-liml (right),
array-limh (right) )

endif
elseif B Ii] = B I low] then

iter
middle := arraY-addh ( middle, g I i ] );
i := i+l

enditer
els€if B t il < B Ilow] then

it€r
Ieft := array_addh ( left, B I i ] );
i := i+1

enditer
else

iter
right := array-addh ( right, B t i I );
i := i+l

enditer
endif

endfor
endfun

ICont.]
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let A : array [integer ] :=

7o Version A,: Ascending order

for::all iin[1,n]
consûrrct i *2

endall;

Vo YersionB: Descending order

forall iin[1,nJ
conshrct (n-i)+2

endall;

% Version C: Random order

[ 1 :6,3, 8,4,L,2,9,6,0,7]

in
quick ( A, 1, n )

endlet
endfun
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n=qrnple g

Function: To sort an array using an insertion iteration.

Toinputdata: n=10
7o output data: . Version A:

Version B:
Version C:

12, 4, 6, 8, r0, L2, L4, 16, 18, 20 l,
10,2, 4,6, 8, 10, J2, 14, 16, 18 l
10,t,2,3,4,6,6, 7, 8, 9l

function insertionsort ( n : integer retums array I integer I )
for A: array I integer ] :=

% Version ^{. Ascending order

forall iin[1,n]
conshrct i * 2

endall;

7o Version B: Descending order

fomll iin[1,n]
conshrct (n-i)+2

endall;

7a Version C: R¿ndom order

[ 1 : 6, 3, 8, 4,t,2,9,6,0,7 f

i : integer := 1;

ö
if i = n+lthen

A
else

it€r
A:= for B : array I integer ] := A;

j :i nteger := i;
ö

ifj-1=0then
B

elseif B tj I < B tj-1 I then
iter

B := B tj : Btj-l l;i-1 : Btj ll;
j := j-1

endit€r
else

B
endif

endfor;
i := i+l

enditen
endif

endfor
endfun
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Exernple 10

Version A

Function: To solve a tridiagonal system of equations.

The system of equations is represented by an NxN matrix where N
must be (2**k)-1. The initial vectors are:

Dtl..Nl - the diagonal elements of the matrix
Atl..Nl - the elements directly above the diagonal
Bt1..Nl - the elements directly below the diagonal
Rtl..Nl - the right hand side of the system

The function ¡eturns an array Xt1..N-11 such that:
0 Dtll AI1l 0 .... 0

Bt2l Dlzl AI2l o .... o

Btsl Dtsl At3l .... 0

Rtll
Rt2l
Rtsl

xtll

XT3]*

0
0

BtN-11
0

DtN-11
BtN]

AtN-11
DIN]

xt2l

xtN-11
xtNl

RtN-11
RIN]0

Toinputdata: n=7
7o output data: [ -1.0, 1.0, 2.0,4.0, -2.0, 3.0,-12.0 ]

function tridiag ( n : integer returns arraylreall )

7o reduction part
let DR, RR, AR, BR : array[real] :=

for R, D, A, B : array[real] :=

[1 :4.0, L2.0,26.0,20.0, 10.0, -1.0, -78.0],
forall i in [1, N]

conshuct i+1.0, N-i+0.0, i-1.0
endall;

index : integer := 1

&
if index = (N+1)/2 then

D,R,A,B
else

let id : integer := index*2;
NEWD, NEWA, NEIVB, NEWR : arraylreal] :=

for j : integer := id;
DL, AL, BL, RL : array[real] := D, A, B, R

ù
ifj = N+1then

DL, AL, BL, RL
else

let MU, LAM, RHO :integer:=
D[ j-index ] * D[ j+index ],
B[jJ * D[ j+index J,

Atjì * Dt j-index J

in
iter j, DL, A-L, BL, RL ;= j + id,

DLI : LAM * Alj-indexl + RHO
* Blj+index] - MU * D[j]1,

AIti :RHO * Alj+indexJl,

ICont.]
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BL[j : LAIVI * B[i-index]1,
RLtj : I,AM + Rlj-indexJ + RHO
* Rü+indexl - MU * Rtjll

enditen
endlet

endif
endfor

in
iter index, D, A, B, R :=

id, NEIVD, NEWA, NEWB, NEWR
enditen

endþt
endif

endfor

7o substitution part
in

for id : integer := N+1;
X : arraylreal]:= RR

ò
if id=l tlren

X
else

let index : integer := id / 2;
lrfX : array[real] :=

for j : integer := index;
NNX : arraylreal] := X

ô
ifj=N+l+indexthen

NX
else

et ALPIIA : real :=
ifj=indexthen

0.0
else

BR[j] * Xlj-indexl
endif;

BETA : real :=
ifj=N+l-indexthen

0.0
else

ARÜl * Xlj+index]
endif;

in
iter j, NNX:=

j+id, NNXû: (XUI-ALPHA
- BETA) / DRtJll

enditer
endlet

endif
endfor

in
iter id,X := index, NX enditer

endlet
endif

endfor
endlet

endfun
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Ver¡sionB

function tridiag ( N : integer retuns array[reall )

7o initialize test values
for R, D, A, B : arraylreal] :=

[1: 4.0, 12.0,26.0,20.0, 10.0, -1.0, -78'0],
forall i Ín [1,l.[]

conshrct i+1.0, N-i+0.0, i-1.0
endall;

index : integer := 1

ò
if index = [N+1) /ZtJnen

7ø substitution part

for id : integer := N+1;
X: arraylreal]:= R

&
if id=lthen

x
else

iter id,X ;= id/2,
for j : integer := id/2;

NNX : array[real1 := X
ò

ifj=N+l+id/2then
NNX

else
iter j,NNX :- j+id,

NNXU: (xUl
- ifj = id/2 then 0.0

else BUI * xli - id / 2)

end.if
- if j = N+1- id/2 then 0.0

else Aül * Xli+id/ 2]
endiÐ

/ oüll
enditer

endif
endfor

enditer
endif

endfor
else

ICont.]
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7a reduction part

iter index,D,AB,R := index*2,
for j : integer := index*2;

DL, AL, BL, RL : arraylreal] := D, A, B, R
ö

if j = N+lthen
DL, AL, BL, RL

else
iter j, DL, AL, BL, RL := j+index*2,

DL[i:Bü] * Dff+indexl * Alj-indexl + AUI
* Dlj-index] + Blj+index] - DU-indexl
* DU+indexl * D[i]1,

ALü: A[] * Dft-indexl * A[j+index]1,

BLU: B[i] * DU+indexl * B[j-index]1,

RLÜ:B[i] * Dli+index] * R[j-indexJ + A[jJ
* Dlj-index] * RU+indexl - DU-indexl
* Dlj+index] + RUll

enditer
endif

endfor
enditen

endif
endfor

endfun
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Version C

function tridiag ( n : integer returns arraylrealJ )

7o reduction part

let DR, RR, AR, BR: arraylreal] :=

for R, D, A, B : array[real] :=

[1 :4.0, I2.0,26.0,20.0, 10'0, -1.0, -78'0],
forall i in [1, N]

construct i+1.0, N-i+0.0, i-1'0
endall;

index : integer := 1

&
if index = (N+1)/2 then

D,R,A,B
else

iter index,D*{,8,R := index*2,
for j : integer := index*2;

DL, AL, BL, RL : arraY[real] := D, A, B, R
ö

if j = N+1then
DL, AL, BL, RL

else
iter j, DL, AL, BL, RL := j+index*2,

DLtj:BUl * Dlj+index] * Alj-index] + A[j]
* Dli-index] * Blj+indexJ - Dlj-indexl
+ Dlj+index] * DUll,

ALtj: Atil * Dft-indexl * A[i+index]1,

BL[i: B[i] + DÜ+indexl + B[j-index]1,

RLtj:Btjl * Dfi+indexl * Rli-indexl + A[jl
* D[j-index] + Rlj+index] - Dlj-index]
* Dli+index] + RUll

enditer
endif

endfor
enditen

endif
endfor

ICont.]
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7o substitution part

in
for id : integer:= N+1;

X : arraylreal]:= RR
ò

if id=1then
x

else
iter id,X := id/Z,

for j : integer := id/2;
NNX : array[real] := X

&
ifj =N+l+id/2then

NNX
else

iter j,NNX ;= j+id,
NNXU: (xUl
if j = idl2 then 0.0
else BR[i] * X[j - idl2]
endif
ifj = N+1- id/2 then 0.0
else AR[j] + XU+id / 2l
endif)

/ Dnul
enditer

endif
endfor

enditer
endif

endfor
endlet

endfi¡n

I

I
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Exarnple 11

7o

Vo

Vo

Vo

7o

Function: To solve certain second order differential equations in one

dimension with periodic boundary conditions'

VoThe function produces ¿rn alTay X[2..size+1] where X must be non zero

and size must be a power of 2 and at least 4 such that, for i=3'.size:
Xli+11+Xli-11-2+Xlil

+A*XIil=-Q[i]
hx**2

i.e. del-squared(X) + A*X - -Q in one dimension.

Vo inprú data: c-4.0, size= 
7o outpul data: X = [1.0, 2.0, 3.0,4.0, 5.0, 6.0, 7.0, 8.0]

function perred (c : real; size : integer returns array[realJ)

function modd (i, j : integer returns integer)
i - (i / j * j)

endfun

let fac : real:= 0.01;

QA : arraylreal]:= 12: -7.04, -0.08, -0.12, -0.16, -0.2, -0.24,
-0.28,7.681;

7o reduction part
logsize : integer, frna : real, frnQ,finB : array[real]:=
for ih, count : integer, a : real:= L, t,2.Þc*fac;

Q, B : array[reall;= QA,array-empty[realJ
ò

let newQ : arraylreal]:=
' for k : integer:= 2*ih+1;

T : array[real]:= Q;
qk : real:= Qtih+l1

&
if k > size+lthen

T
else

let nqk : real:= Qlmodd(k, size) + ih]
in

iter
k, T, qk:= k+2+ih,

Tlk:qk + a*Q[k] + nqkl, nqk
enditer

endlet
endif

endfor;
newB : array[real]:= array-addh(8, a)

ICont.]
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ln
if fü=size/2then

count, a+a-4.0, newQ, newB
else

iter
ih, count, B, a, Q:= ih+2, count+l, newB,

a+a-2.0, newQ
enditer

endif
endlet

endfoç

QB : arraylreall:= finQ[size + 1 : finQlsize+l] / final

7o substitution part

in
for ih, logi : integer:= size / 2,logsize;

Q : arraylreal]:= QB
ö

let a : real := finBllog¡];
newQ : anay[real]:=
for k: integer, qk : real := ih+1, Q[size+1];

T : arraylreal]:= Q
ö

if k > size+lthen
T

else
let nqk : real := Qtk + ihl
in

it€r
k, T, qk := k+2*ih,

tlk: (qk + Qtkl + nqk)/al, nqk
enditær

endlet
endif

endfor
in

if ih=1then
newQ

else
iter

ih, logi, Q := ih/2, logi-l, newQ
enditer

endif
endlet

endfor
endlet

endfun
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B=ample 12

Function: A job scheduling algorithm for 2 machines.
Túe problem is io détermine the sequence in which ten jobs should be

processed on two machines in order to reduce the total processing

lime through the machines. The ouput produced gives the optimal
order in which the jobs should be run.

Voinputdata: n-10
Vo output data: [10,9, 8,'1,6,6,4,3,2,L)

function job ( n : integer returns array lintegerl )

for T1,T2 2 aûay [integerl := fomll i in [ 1, n ]
constrrrct n-i, i

g¡rlnll;
ind1, ind2 : integer := 0, 0;
SEQ1, SEQ2 : array [integer] :=

array-empty linteger], array-empty lintegerJ
&

if array-size ( SEQ1 ) + array-size ( SEQ2 ) - n then
sEQl I I SEQ2

elseif indl>0then
it€r

SEQ1 := arraY-addh ( SEQ1, indl );
T1 := T1t indl : 1000000l;
T2:-T2 t indl : 1000000 l;
indl := 0

enditær
elseif ind2>0then

it€r
SEQ2 := array-addl ( SEQ2, ind2 );
T1 := T1 [ ind2 : 1000000 ];
T2 :=T2t ind2 : 1000000 l;
ind2 := 0

enditen
ICont.]
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else
iter

enditer
endif

endfor
endfun

ind1, ind2 :=
for i, j, x, indexl, index2 : integer :=

1,1,T1[1],0,0
&

if i>nthen
if j>n then

indexl, index2
elseifT2tjl<=xthen

itÆr
x:=T2[j];
indexl:= 0;
index2:= i;
j:= j+1

enditer
else

iter j:= j+l enditer
endif

elseif Tltil<=xtlren
it€r

x: Tltil;
indexl:= i;
index2:= 0;
i: = i+l

enditer
else

iter i:= i+l enditen
endif

endfor

I

I

I

.t

i
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E:arnFle 13

Frmction: To determine the total elapsed time and idle times of machines for a
batch of jobs on two machines.

Vo inpuL data: n-10
7o output data: Total elapsed time = 55

Idle time machine 1 = 10
Idle time machine 2 = 0

function job2 ( n : integer retr¡ms array linteger J )
let T1, T2, Order : array I integer ] :=

fo¡:all iin[1,n]
conshrct n-i,i, n-i+1

endall;
A:arrayIintegerl:-

for Timl, Tim2, Tom1, Tom2 | array I integer ] :=
[1 :0J,
[1 : T1[ Order[1] ll, [1 : T1[ Orde¡ll] ll,
[1 : T2[ Order[1] I + T1[ Orderll] ll;

i, itm2 : integer 7 2,TIl Orderll] l;
&

if i>nthen
[1 : Tom2 [n] - Toml [n], itm2, Tom2 [n] l

else Tom2 [i-1] < Toml [i-1]
+ T1[ Orderli] I then

iter
itm2 := itm2 + Toml [i-1]

+ T1[ Order[i] I - Tom2 [i-1];
Timl := array-addh (Timl, Toml[i-1]);
Tim2 := array-addh (Tim2, Toml[i-1]

+ T1[ Orderti] l);
Toml := array-addh (Toml, Tomlli-l]

+ T1[ Orderti] l);
Tom2 := array-addh (Tom2, Tom2[i-l]

+ T2[ Orderti] l);
i:= i+1

enditer
else

iter
Timl := array-addh
Tim2 := array-addh
Toml := array-addh

(Timl, Toml[i-1]);
(Tim2, Tom2[i-1]);
(Tom1, Toml[i-1]

+ T1[ Orderti] l);
(Tom2, Tom2[i-1]

+ T2[ Orderti] l);
Tom2 := array-addh

i:= i+1
enditer

endif
endfor

in
A

endlet
endfun
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Ewnrnple 14

Function: To determine certain characteristics associated with queueing
theory. The output data is returned as an array so that the data is
ordered and each value can be identified from the others.

7o inpub data: lambda=15.0, mu=6.0, ¡=1, s=3
7o outpuü data: l=6.0112;

lq=3.5112
w=0.4007
wq=O.2341

Pn=0'1124
pzero=O.0449

P*O.7022

function queue ( lambda, mu : real; n, s : integer retu¡:ns array [real] )

function fact ( x : integer retr¡ms integer )
if x<=1then

1

else
fact (x-l)+x

endif
endfun

function expo ( x:real; y:integer retr¡ms real )
for a, b : real := 1.0, x;

c : integer := y
do ifc>0tlrcn

if c=c/2+2tln¡en
iter c:= c*L / 2;

b:= b+b;
enditer

else itcr a:= a*b;
C:= C-1;

enditær
endif

else
a

endif
endfor

endfirn

ICont.]
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Version A

let A : array[real]:=
for nk, sk : integer ;= 1, 0;

sum : real := 0.0
ô

ifnk>sthen
[ 1 : lambda, mtl, n, s,

7o 1:

L/(sum +(7/(fact(s) * ( 1-lambda/(mu * s)))) * expo (lambda/mu, s))
* expo (lambda/ mu, s+1) / (s * fact(s) * expo(l - lambda / (mu * s), 2))
+ lambda/ mu,

Vo lq:
U (sum + (1 / ( fact(s) * ( 1 - lambda/ (mu * s)))) + expo (lambda i mu, s))
* expo (lambda/ mu, s+1) / (s * fact(s) * expo(l - lambda/ (mu * s), 2)),

Vo w:
V (sum + (1 / ( fact(s) + ( 1 - lambda/ (mu * s)))) * expo (lambda/ mu, s))
* expo (tambda/ mu, s+1) / (s * fact(s) * expo(l - lambda/ (mu * s), 2)),

+ lambda/mu) / lambda,

Vo wq:
U (sum + (1 / ( fact(s) * ( 1 - lambda/ (mu * s)))) * expo (lambda/ mu, s))

+ expo (lambda/ mu, s+1) / (s * fact(s) * expo(1 -lambda/ (mu * s), 2)),

/ lambda,

Vo pÎt:.
ifn>=sthen

U (sum + (1 / ( fact(s) * ( 1- lambda/ (mu * s)))) * expo (lambda/ mu, s))

* V expo ( fact (s), n-s) * s¡p. (lambda / mu, n)
else

U (sum + (1 / ( fact(s) * ( 1- lambda/ (mu * s)))) * expo (lambda/ mu, s))
* V fact(n) * expo (lambda / mu, n)

endif,

7o pzeto:
U (sum + (1 / ( fact(s) + ( 1 - larnbda/ (mu * s)))) * expo (lambda/ mu, s))

7o ps:
U (sum + (1 / ( fact(s) + ( 1 - lambda/ (mu * s)))) * expo (lambda / mu, s))
* expo (lambda / mu, s) / (fact(s) * (1- lambda / (mu * s)))l

else
iter sum:= sum + 1.0 / fact(sk)

+ expo (lambda / mu, sk);
gþ;= nk;
nk := nk+1

enditer
endif

endfor
in

A
endlet

endfun
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VereionB

function pzero (sum, s : integer; lambda, mu : real retu:rrs real)
1/ (sum + (11 ( fact(s) * (1 - lambda / (mu * s))))
* expo (lambda / mu, s))

endfr¡n

firnction pn (sum, n, s : integer; lambda, mu : real retu¡ms real)
ifn>=sttren

1/ expo (fact(s), n-s) + expo (lambda / mu, n)
* pzero (sum, s, lambda, mu)

else
1/ fact(n) * expo (lambda / mu, n)
* pzero(sum, s, lambda, mu)

endif
endfun

function ps (sum, s : integer; lambda, mu : real returns real)
expo (lambda / mu, s) + pzero (sum, s, lambda, mu) / ( fact(s)
* (1 - lambda i (mu * s)))

endfun

function lq (sum, s : integer; lambda, mu : real returns real)
expo (lambda / mu, s+1) * pzero (sum, s, lambda, mu)
/ (s * fact(s) * expo(l - lambda / (mu *s ), 2))

endfun

function I (sum, s : integer;lambda, mu: real retuns real)
lq (sum, s, lambda, mu) + lambda / mu

endfun

ftrnction w (sum, s : integer; lambda, mu : real returns real)
I (sum, s, lambda, mu) / lambda

endfun

function wq (sum, s : integer; lambda, mu : real returns real)
lq (sum, s, Iambda, mu) / lambda

endfun

let A: array[realJ :=
for nk, sk :integer := 1, 0;

sum : real := 0.0
do if nk> sthen

[1: lambda, mu, n, s, l(sum, s, lambda, mu),
lq(sum, s, lambda, mu), w(sum, s, lambda, ñü),
wq(sum, s, lambda, mu), pn(sum, n' s' lambda, mu),
pzero(sum, s, lambda, mu), ps(sum, s, lambda, mu)l

else iter sum:= sum+1.0 / fact(sk) * s¡pe(lambda / mu, sk);
sþ;= nkl
nk := nk+1

enditer
endif

endfor
in

A
endlet

endfun
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Version C

let A: array[real]:=
for nk, sk : integer := 1, 0;

sum : real := 0.0
Õ

if nk>sthen
let pzero : real:=

U (sum+(l/ (fact(s) * (1 - lambda
/ (mu * s)))) + expo (lambda / mu, s));

pn : real:=
if n>=sthen

l/expo (fact(s), n-s) * expo (lambda / mu,
n) + pzero

else
V fact(n) * expo (lambda / mu, n) * pzero

endif;
ps : real:=

expo (lambda / mu, s) * pzero
/ (facù(s) * (1 - lambda / (mu * s)));

lq : real:=
expo (lambda / mu, s+1) * Pzelo
/ (s * fact(s) * expo(l - lambda / (mu + s), 2));

I : real:= lq + lambda / mu;
w:real:=l/lambda;
wq : real:= lq / lambda

in 
[1: lambda, mu, n, s, l, lq, w, wg, pn, pzero, ps]

endlet
else

iter surn:= sum+1.0/ fact(sk) * expo (lambda / mu, sk);
sk:= nk;
nk := nk+l

enditen
endif

endfor
in

A
endlet

endfun



APPENDIX D. RBSULTS FROM SIMULATOR RUNS

opt

csD
and
CSWD

No
Proc s

Dataflow nodes
Tot Swtch Dup

Steps Token Queue Matching/Store Bypass Parallelism
Max Tot A Ave

Example 1

Version A

None

CS\\D

I
)
l0

I
2
10

234

19 2

t9 3

213

t7 I

t72

4

2

')

162
89
76

5 223

4 150

4 164

262

189

3 202

t.4
2.5
2.9

1.4
2.0
2.0

1.3
1.6

t.4
1.9

5 61

337

0.62

0.67

0.5 7

0.63

0.67

0.5 9

2.1

1.5

2.t

1.5

t.2

1.3

I
2
4

I
2

3

I
2
3

I
2
l0

I
2
10

191
l3l
130

142
118

143
107

ll3
75
15

1.3
2.0
2.0

csD
and
CSI\ID

Version B

ll5
65
54

t.4
2.5
3.0

4 49

4None

CSWD

I
2

J

I
2

I
.,

5

4
5

3

26 1l

24 412

2

I
2

I
2

25 59

ts
lJ1(¡



opt No
Proc s

Dataflow nodes
Tot Swtch Du

Steps Token Queue
Max Tot Ave/S

MatchingiStore
Max Tot

Bypass
Ratio

Parallelism
Max Ave

Version C

None

cswD

csD
and
cswD

35 2

322

377

I
l0
100

I
l0
100

48 8 734
95
63

50
50
48

28
27
25

77 309

34 t7l

36 160

t2 I 19

5 46

6 5l

9

I

16

23

375
6l
56

342
58
52

285
t52
78

r25
73
61

32
30
32

I 043

546

502

t.4
l 1.0
16.6

0.5 8

0.54

0.5 3

0.5 8

0.61

0.s9

I
l0
39

I
l0
l5

I
10
20

I1.7

6.7

6.6

3.7

1.8

2.r

I
l0
100

1.5
9.0
9.8

1.8
8.7
9.7

t.4
2.7
5.2

Example 2

None

cswD

cÐ
and
CSWD

64 19

366

I
,)

l0

I
2
l0

I
)
10

I

9

ll8
66
64

t.4
2.5
2.6

ll 404

r64

t76

I
)
8

I
2
J

I
2
4

5

5

4

5 r.4
2.4
2.9

ts
(Jr
o,



opt No
Procs

Dataflow nodes Steps Token Queue
Max Tot Ave/S

Matching/Store
Max Tot

Parallelism
Max Ave

Bypass
Ratio

Example 3

None

CSWD

csD
and
cswD

Example 4

None

CS\ryD

csD
and
cs\\tD

Tot Swtch

54 15

294

I
')

l0

I
2
I

I
2
10

I
2

l0

I
2
10

I
2
10

20 151943 9
81533
51886

642r8 6 1.4
2.1
4.2

1.5
2.7
4.t

1.4
2.8
3.9

t.4
2.8
3.9

1 0 66703 0.56

3 2594r 0.5 3

4 25942 0.53

I 201 0.54

0.5 8

0.58

2.9

t.4

1.5

2.8

2.7

2.7

I
,,

8

I
2
3

I
2
3

5

4
4

5

4
4

6

5

0

276 55594
37064
37062

435
232
156

55592
407 68
407 67

359
t82
131

357
181
131

81533 r.4
2.0
2.0

81536

636

510

508

t.4
2.2
2.2

336

30 4

284

7

6

5

I
)
6

I
2
4

1

)
4

8

I
7

6
6
5

6
6
5

6 151

5 151

ts
('l
._¡



opt No
Proc s

Dataflow nodes Steps Token Queue
Max Tot Ave/St

Matching/Store
Max Tot

Parallelism
Max Ave

Bypass
RatioTot Swtch

Example 5

None

CSWD

csD
and
CSWD

I
l0
100

I
10
100

48

32

31

t4

r240
148
80

r203
t44
77

1.6
t4.6
44.6

1.6
13.6
25.1

r.6
r3.6
25.5

I
l0
100
l5l

1

r0
69

I
l0
66

30.0

15.5

15.6

2.7

2.2

1.6

I
10
100
500

2322
254
83
83

179 3700
t15
l6l
t7l

126 20

96 6

343 l 378 0.41

r33 770 0.3 8

t29 7 6r 0.37

109 20r0
95

9t 6 ll3 1964
lll
110

Example 6

None I
10

cswD I
l0

CSD

and
CSWD

10

38
t4

t4
1l

1.5
4.0

26
t2

408

284

56 12 l8

6 r4

l0

0.5 3

0.46

0.44

I
6

I
4

I
3

19 2 5

8

4

9
7

1

5

40

28

1.5
3.3

1.6
2.5

18
1l

ts('r
oo



opt

CSD

and
CSWD

No
Procs

r0

Dataflow nodes
Tot Swtch Dup

168 45 59

100 l3 23

86 14 16

r23 30 37

87 15 1ó

87 15 ló

Max Tot Ave/S
Steps Token Queue Matching/Store Bypass

Ratio
Parallelism
Max AveTot

Example 7

Version A

None I
l0
100

2t r22

l0 74

10 72

14 104

r0 73

10 13

282
113
113

20
l8
20

r72
10s

16ó
103

2.5404 1.
3.
3.

4
6

6

2.3

0.5 7

0.57

0.57

0.5 7

0.56

0.5ó

1

10
l6

cswD I I
4

I
4

8

7

7

246 r.4

238 r.4
2.3

1.6

1.6

2.3

t.7

1.7

I
10

Version B

None I
r0

CSWD 1

l0

CSD

and
cswD

I
10

24r
107

r67
101

r67
101

l3 345

240

240

t.4
3.2

I
I

I
4

I
4

8

7

I
7

t.4
2.4

r.4
2.4

P
(.'l
(o



Ç

opt

csD
and
CSWD

No
Proc s

Dataflow nodes
Tot Swtch Dup

Steps Token Queue Matching/Store Bypass Parallelism
Max Tot Av Max Tot Ratio Max Ave

0.5ó

Version C

None 2t t34

10 80

l0 76

65

23 184
ll5

r73
110

r79 51

99 13

86 15

I
10
100

436

264

249

I
l0
16

302
119
119

19
18
18

2.5t.4
3.7
3.7

CSWD 1 I
7

6

r.4
2-3

0.5 7

0.56

1.6

1.6

I
4

I
4

r0

1 l8 1.4
2.3l0

P
o,o



opt No
Proc s

Dataflow nodes
Tot Swtch Du

Steps Token Queue
Max Tot Ave/S

Matching/Store
Max Tot

Bypass
Ratio

Parallelism
Max Ave

Example I
Version A

None 30ó l
30ó
282
25r

66543
7 046
2297
2289

203 99492
203
186
203

17 929
2523
2044

43
42
39

1573 6t6 753

1237 48 r 593

501 103 194

438 106 r69

1.5
14.4
5 3.5
54.3

1.5
t 4.t
43.3
43.5

26935 1.5
10.7
13.2

23154 1.5
10.3
12.5

353 411t6 0.49

259 32949 0.50

67 9006 0.50

67 7827 0.49

I
l0
100
500

927 20
9779
2625
2588

40436 I
l0
100
t79

I
10
100
128

35.8

29.1

8.8

8.3

CSD

cswD

CSD

and
CSWD

I
10
100
500

1

10
100

I
l0
100

4t

I
l0
3l

I
l0
26

15327
2252
1853

ts
ts



opt

CSWD

CSD

and
CSWD

No
Procs

Dataflow nodes
Tot Swtch Dup

Steps Token Queue
Max Tot Ave/Step

Matching/Store
Max Tot

Parallelism
Max Ave

Bypass
R atio

Version B

None

csD

157 6 6r4 156

1240 48 l 595

504 t02 l9ó

441 l 0ó t7t

I
l0
100
500

93218
9837
21 02
2633

305 r4t233
305
29r
25r

1.5
t 4.t
42.9
43.1

27 219

23438 1.5
10.3
r2.5

353 48015 0.48

306 32864 0.51

1 5 9107 0.5 0

toz 7928 0.49

1.5
t4.4
52.3
5 3.6

I
l0
100
t79

35.4

28.9

8.7

8.3

I
l0
100
500

6659r
7 040
23r6
2308

18112
257 0
2089

t94 99455
t94
t7l
194

I
l0
100
t28

I
l0
100

I
l0
100

43
42
39

15510
227 2
t87 2

40
40
39

1.5
10.6
13.0

I
10
31

I
l0
26

ts
o.
N)



opt

None

CSD

No
Proc s

Dataflow nodes Steps Token Queue
Tot Swtch

Matching/Store
tep Max Tot

Parallelism
Max Ave

Bypass
Ratio

Version C

CSWD

CSD

and
CSWD

I
l0
100

35234
3642
956
933

9093
l155
840

7 964
101 I
758

135 l8

11885

1.5
14.4
64.2
6 8.6

1.5
r4.3
54.4
5 5.8

1.5
rt.7
16. I

1.5
tr.7
r5.7

I
l0
100
500

1594 615 76r

t255 48 l s99

522 103 20r

456 106 175

485 60
5033
1130
1059

449 72591
441
422
401

332 52039
332
325
301

608 24031 0.51

478 16805 0.52

82 4425 0.5 1

8 9 392t 0.51

I
l0
100
298

I
l0
100
256

45.9

37.8

10.8

10.5

I
l0
100
500

I
l0
100

6l
58
55

52
50
47

I
l0
4l

I
10
31

F
o\
(/.¡



opt No
Proc s

Dataflow nodes
Tot Swtch Du

Steps Token Queue Matching/Store
Max Tot

Parallelism
Max Ave

Bypass
RatioMax Tot Av

Example 9

Version A

None 172 2620 0.44

t34 2028 0.43

69 rttz 0.47

70 ll58 0.47

47 t7
565
328

96
95
96

65
64
59

2rt0
3t3
277

36
31
31

2183
3r7
277

csD

cswD

CSD

and
CSWD

287 80

209 54

155 16

r39 2t

I
10
100

ll3

76

45

39

3563
447
299

7 337

5591

3222

334r

1.6
13.0
22.4

1.6
r2.5
I 8.7

1.5
10.3
I 1.6

1.5
10.5
t2.t

I
10
73

I
10
45

I
l0
l6

I
l0
22

r4.4

I 1.9

7.6

7.9

I
l0
100

I
l0
100

I
10
100

44
43
42

ts
o,Þ



opt No
Proc s

Dataflow nodes
Tot Swtch Du

Steps Token Queue Matching/Store
Max Tot

Parallelism
Max Ave

Bypass
RatioMax Tot A

Version B

None 34460 1.ó
14.1
28.3

22634 1.6
t3.7
23.2

l 5396 1.5
l l.ó
14.8

12185 1.6
t2.3
l4.l

r7 6 tz'l 47 0.4 I

1 38 8447 0.40

7 8 5407 0.46

7 4 4472 0.42

2r7 t3
2446
t2t9

93
93
89

65
63
59

CSD

CSWD

CSD

and
cswD

I
l0
100

r r5

78

47

4t

r4r87
t647
974

I
10
100

291 80

2r3 54

159 ló

143 2t

9989
1330
1042

7713
991
862

I
l0
72

I
l0
45

I
l0
31

I
r0
)',

l7 .8

t4.6

9.6

9.0

I
l0
100

44
43
44

44
44
43

I
10
100

F
o\
(,r



opt

CSD

No
Proc s

Dataflow nodes
Tot Swtch Dup

Steps Token Queue Matching/Store
Max Tot Ave/Step Max Tot

Bypass
Ratio

Parallelism
Max Ave

Version C

None 309 80

229 54

t77 16

r59 2t

22t21 1.6
13.9
26.8

14880 r.6
13.4
2t.9

9882 1.5
11.3
14.0

8241 l.ó
ll.8
I 3.6

93
93
89

65
63
59

6428
878
704

44
43
44

5257
699
ó08

I
l0
100

I
l0
100

t2l

83

53

46

13964
1597
824

9343
1 109
678

t76 8157 0.42

1 38 5537 0.41

7 4 3454 0.46

73 2984 0.43

I
l0
12

17.0

l 3.8

9.1

8.7

cswD

CSD

and
CSWD

I
10
100

I
l0
100

44
44
43

I
l0
45

I
l0
3l

I
10
22

o,
o'



opt No
Proc s

Dataflow nodes
Tot Swtch D

Steps Token Queue
Max Tot Ave/S

Matching/Store
Max Tot

Parallelism
Max Ave

Bypass
Ratio

Example 10

Version A

None I 387 348 555

1301 324 5t2

944 ll8 342

908 119 324

CSD

CSWD

CSD

and
CSWD

I
l0
100
500

I
l0
100
s00

I
10
100
500

I
10
100
500

11398
l148
20r
183

10719
l 080
190
t77

7 t90
133
184
183

6962
710
l8l
180

1.5
15.3
8 7.5
96.1

1.5
r5.4
81.3
93.7

1.5
r4.5
57.8
58.1

1.5
14.5
57.0
51.3

I
l0
100
268

I
l0
100
2r0

I
l0
100
r39

62.3

60.6

39.3

38.7

369 17587
369
368
367

r27s 6189 0.46

I 196 5869 0.45

618 3449 0.52

640 3355 0.52

254 10639
247
213
245

308 r6588
306
300
301

209 103 l7
208
209
209

1

l0
100
r34

ts
o\\¡



opt No
Proc s

Dataflow nodes StePs Token Queue Matching/Store
Max Tot

Parallelism
Max Ave

Bypass
RatioTot Swtch Max Tot A

Version B

None

CSD

CSWD

CSD

and
CSWD

I
l0
100
500

13617
r37 3
221
188

10786
109 l
r93
180

8084
824
t94
189

1.5
I 5.3
94.9
111.6

1.5
I 5.3
8 7.0
92.9

1.5
r4.5
61.7
63.4

1.5
r4.6
5 6.8
s 6.8

I
l0
100
to,)

7 2.4

59.9

42.8

38.2

t645 410 618

1342 329 533

1071 rl6 398

936 I 19 337

37 t 11978
350
322
3r7

6987
7r4
183
183

2r7 10396
212
212
209

l 103 7355 0.46

818 5931 0 .45

608 3894 0.52

433 3409 0.5 l

496 20972
489
464
490

I
l0
100
500

I
10
100
500

I
l0
100
500

340 167 t7
340
326
332

I
l0
100
206

I
l0
100
20r

I
l0
100
139

ts
o\
Oo



opt No
Proc s

Dataflow nodes
Tot Swtch Du

Token Queue
Max Tot Ave/S

Matching/Store
Max Tot

Parallelism
Max Ave

Steps Bypass
Ratio

Version C

CSD

None I
10
100
500

653

507

380

318

r35 t2
1359
2r7
184

t067 6
107ó
189
176

8028
816
192
18ó

1.5
l 5.3
95.8
113.0

1.5
r5.4
87.4
93.9

1.5
r4.5
61.8
6 3.8

1.5
| 4.5
56.7

I
l0
100
268

I
l0
100
209

13 .4

60.7

43.2

38.5

CSWD

CSD

and
CSWD

1594 404

t290 322

1033 l l6

891 118

I
l0
100
500

443 20787
435
4r9
384

3t2 16524
312
301
306

369 I I 860
348
319
3r5

200 t0270
200
200
195

1450 1275 0.46

rt92 5848 0.45

19r 3832 0.52

652 3344 0.52

I
l0
100
500

I
l0
100
203

I
l0
100
132

I
l0
100
500

6926
706
l8l
180

ts
o,(o



opt No
Proc s

Dataflow nodes Steps Token
Max Tot

Matching/Store
Max Tot

Parallelism
Max Ave

Queue Bypass
RatioTot Swtch A

Example 11

None I
l0
100

CSD

581 r05 190

569 104 184

469 49 135

462 49 r32

133 7430
133
109

133 7400
r26
109

78
76
77

cslvD

CSD

CSWD

I
l0
100

4850
494
l9l

4827
493
191

3469
363
196

3464
363
196

5119

5l l3

1.5
15.0
3 8.9

1.5
15.0
38.7

1.5
l4. r
26.1

1.5
l4.l
26.r

1

10
73

I
l0
73

I
l0
46

1

r0
46

25.4

25.3

t7 .7

t7 .7

470 2580 0.41

469 2573 0.47

270 1650 0.5 2

269 1649 0.52
and

I
l0
100

I
l0
100

77
76
77

ts
-_¡
O
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opt No
Proc s

Dataflow nodes Steps Token Queue
Max Tot Ave/S

Matching/Store
Max Tot

Parallelism
Max Av e

Bypass
Ratio

Example L2

None I
10
100
500

csD I
10
100
500

cswD

Tot Swtch

1302 505 622

1182 461 566

47t 113 183

452 l t9 178

24186r 1.5
r4.4
43.7
43.8

66727 1.5
r 0.9
14.7

65060 1.5
10.9
14.5

417 84394 0 .46

380 71872 0.46

93 2359t 0.45

9 5 23066 0.45

r57 467
16803
5538
5 52'l

r33544
14505
5439
5439

43r36
6r30
4548

41994
5995
44',t 5

257
248
222
257

245
241
224
245

8l
80
79

7l
69
69

2054t6 1.5

I
10
100
t2t

28.5

24.6

9.5

9.4

I
l0
100
138

I
l0
50

I
l0
4t

14.2
37.8

I
l0
100

and
csD

CSlVD

I
l0
100

ts
-\t
F



opt No
Proc s

Dataflow nodes
Tot Swtch D

Steps Token Queue Matching/Store
Max Tot

Parallelism
Max Ave

Bypass
RatioMax Tot Av

Example 13

None 1223 388 547

525 l 65 220

530 50 192

286 55 89

csD

CSWD

CSD

and
CSWD

1

10
100
500

1.6
15.0
7 6.8
90.8

1.6
t4.3
42.8
44.4

1.5
l3.l
29.4
29.4

1.5
r2.6
25.3

1

t0
100
t47

I
l0
16

I
l0
100
500

I
l0
100
500

t7 823
r852
362
306

7 502
825
276
267

5350
609
27r
27t

3869
462
230

548 2779t
544
528
418

2rt ll8l5
210
201
202

r64 7967
l6l
l6l
164

tt2 5830
109
r12

603 9968 0.44

290 4313 0.43

173 2617 0.51

r39 l96l 0.49

I
l0
100
360

s8.3

28.1

19.7

16.8

I
10
100
106

I
r0
100

ts
--l
t\)



opt No
Proc s

Example 14

Version A

Dataflow nodes
Tot Swtch Dup

1012 225 407

337 73 120

593 19 194

225 20 6l

Matching/Store
Max Tot

Parallelism
Max Ave

46.3

Steps Token Queue
Max Tot Ave/Step

Bypass
Ratio

None

CSD

CSWD

CSD

and
CSW:D

I
10
100
s00

606 l
ó18
136
l3l

2217
240
94

7t7
105
94

r.4
13.6
61.8
64.2

1.4
r2.2
19.8

t.4
t2.6
32.1

0.61

o.62

0.64

0.65

1

l0
100
l6l

I
10
43

I
l0
76

I
l0
21

224 8404
222
224
219

290 2343

79 617

147 800

42 249

I
l0
100

r622
183
113

59
58
55

2239

966

14.4

23.6

1.6

I
l0
100

l 05 3017
104
104

36
34
34

I
l0
100

1.3
9.2
10.3

ts{(/ì



t+, i

Dataflow nodes Steps Token Queue
Max Tot Ave/S

Matching/Store
Max Tot

Parallelism
Max Ave

Bypass
Ratio

opt No
Proc s Tot Swtch

Version B

None

csD

cswD

CSD

and
CSWD

I
l0
100

t.4
t3.4
5 0.8
s 0.8

t.4
13.4
50.4

t.4
r2.5
29.0

1.4
r2.5
30.0

I
l0
100
500

625 r00

574 86

459 t9

433 18

t64 6909
r62
156

3333

161 6953
159
153
153

88
85
86

86
85
84

232

208

t47

135

4994
517
r37
t37

4964
514
r37

2447
266
1r5

2448
266
115

I
l0
100
108

I
l0
100

36.5

36.2

2r.3

2t.3

270 1959 0.61

272 t945 0.61

lól 886 0.64

163 885 0.64

I
l0
100

I
r0
100

3333

I
l0
59

I
l0
58

ts
!è



opt

csD

cswD

csD
and
cswD

No
Procs

Dataflow nodes
Tot Swtch Dup

Token Queue Matching/Store
Max Tot Ave/Step Max Tot

Steps Bypass
Ratio

Parallelism
Max Ave

19.0

Version C

None I
l0
100

I
10
100

461 105

339 73

283 t9

226 20

2222
237
tt7

86
84
84

58
56
54

884
114
9r

97 844

16 617

52 306

41 249

r76

t2l

84

6l

r626
182
rl3

7t9
105
94

3066

2243

9ó8

1.4
r2.9
26.2

1.4
t2-3
19.8

0.62

0.62

0.65

0.65

I
10
75

I
10
43

I
l0
30

I
l0
28

14.4

9.7

7.6

I
l0
100

I
l0
100

44
42
4l

1 190 I
I
I

.3
0.
3.

1.3
9.2

4
I

35
35
34 10.3

ts\¡
ur




